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Abstract:
This thesis considers how Lady Mary Wroth develops early modern male
subjectivity in her text, The Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania, by combining facets of
medieval romantic quests with the colonial enterprise of early seventeenth-century
England. Wroth's investment in the figure of the black knight strives to articulate the
difficulties faced by the early modem male subject in defining himself against
increasingly complex parameters that include emerging consideration of racial difference
and colonialist economics. The relationship betwen literal and figurative darkness and
early modern female subjectivity has already been explored by afew modem critics;
however, work on Wroth's sonnet sequence Pamphilia to Amphilanthus (published as an
attachment to her Urania) has not fully acknowledged the connection between the
internalized darkness of Wrothts female speaker and the representation of this darkness in
alanguage inflected with awareness of racial difference and colonial travel.
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1
Introduction: Race and Lady Mary Wroth
It is Twelfth Night 1605, and at the court of King James Iand Queen Anne is a
most memorable performance: Ben Jonson's Masque of Blackness. Whitehall, selected
as the location of the masque, is elaborately and extravagantly decorated by Inigo Jones'
for this night. The set includes land- and sea-scapes surrounding ahuge mechanical seashell that carries the noble masquers. The cast includes court members in amyriad of
roles that showcase nymphs, sea-monsters, torch-bearers, tritons, mermaids, and seahorses. The set and costumes feature expensive fabrics, feathers, and jewels to
complement the aristocratic standing of the actors. Both actors and audience are
members of the court and the tradition of the masque allows for direct interaction
between performers and spectators, making this evening aperformance both for and by
the court. At least two dozen women play the roles of nymphs, half of them the
daughters of Oceanus, and the other half the daughters of Niger. The Queen plays the
role of one of the daughters of Niger with eleven of her ladies. The daughters of Niger
are black nymphs, so the Queen and her companions have painted their skins black. The
casting of the Queen and her ladies in blackface provoked confusion and mixed reactions
from the spectators who ended up rioting through Whitehall at the end of the night,
damaging the performance's expensive set as well as the refreshments provided. Sir
Dudley Carleton, invited to the masque, later wrote to Sir Ralph Winwood that one
"cannot imagine amore ugly Sight, than aTroop of lean-cheek'd Moors. "
2 Nineteenyear-old Lady Mary Wroth, newly married to Sir Robert Wroth, anobleman, is one of the
black nymphs who accompany the Queen in aperformance that could be said to define
and regulate the concept of race in early modem England.
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Extensive travel during the sixteenth century gave rise to travel narratives like
William Prat's The Description of the Countrey of Aphrique in 1554 and Richard
Hakluyt's The Principal Navigations, Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation in
1589, which emphasized the difference between exotic, newly "discovered" places and
the nascent notion of English nationhood. Preoccupation with skin colour as amarker of
difference figured increasingly in creative texts written prior to 1605, like Shakespeare's
Othello, the Moor of Venice and The Merchant of Venice. Jonson's Masque of
Blackness directly engaged the topic of racial blackness and its significance and
representation at the English court, specifically those interactions with African natives
who are black. A well-established sense of racial difference had, of course, already been
in place in early modern England, prominently directed against Ireland and the Near
East. 3
Twentieth-century scholarship on Jonson's Masque of Blackness indicates that
theories of early modern race consciousness are incomplete without reference to atext
studied by modern scholars for setting out the parameters of racial interactions. Being a
part of this moment in the history of Jacobean England as it exults in the absolutism of
James's rule, was, for Wroth, aformative experience. She relishea being part of the court
life and at this particular time she is apart, however small, of representing English
attitudes towards racial difference. Ibelieve that Wroth could not have participated in it
and not have been aware of the ideology it explicates and the subversive elements of
representing racial blackness since the masque functions to define aparticular thinking
pattern that is supposedly shared by the members of the court. Wroth not only took part
in the performances at court, she also was aproducer of culture in her own right. In
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1621, Wroth published The Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania, atext that caused an
immediate outcry in Jacobean aristocratic circles. Besides being the first prose romance
published by an Englishwoman, Wroth's text uses the traditional motif of questing
knights and romance to develop adiscourse that enmeshes desire and otherness. Wroth's
timely emphasis on travelling and the figurations of darkness in the Urania, complicates,
Iwill argue, the conventional trope ofjourneying through darkness tolight and identity.
Scholarship on early modern English texts has, in the past decade, drawn our
attention to perspectives of race. It has shown that racialized discourses of sixteenthcentury England are in the nascent phase of conscious appreciation of alterity--before the
twentieth-century perception of fluctuating racial interactions and distinctions, there is a
period of racial sightings that stand out, in both the historical and artistic senses, by virtue
of their brevity and intense definition. Peter Fryer points to the first sighting of black
people at the Scottish court of James IV in 1504, to be followed soon after by the
appearance of ablack musician at the court of Henry VII in England. 5 Richmond
Barbour mentions that in 1510 Henry VII and the Earl of Essex, dressed as Turks,
appeared in ashow featuring ladies who were in blackface. 6 Looking at the presence of
black nymphs in Jonson's Masque of Blackness, Stephen Orgel remarks that "Queen
Anne's bright idea for a'masque of blackness' was by 1605 avery old one," 7 as was the
presence of racial blackness atcourt functions in England and Scotland. When James VI
of Scotland married Anne of Denmark, the presence of African people at their wedding
added aneoticism of the foreign and the culturally strange elements that James and
Anne would later bring to the English monarchy. Kim F. Hall describes how at the
marriage ceremony of James and Anne there were "four young Negroes [who] dance[d]
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naked in the snow in front of the royal carriage, but the cold was so intense that they died
alittle later of pneumonia." Later that same day, there was awedding pagent that
included "forty-two men dressed in white and silver and wearing gold chains and visors
over blackened faces." 8 The colonial enterprises of the English fostered acontinuing
taste for the exotic at James's court, an attraction that continued after his accession to the
throne of England in 1603.
While visualizing racial distinctions does not imply abinary colour scheme, the
emphasis, however, is squarely placed upon single, individual appearances of black
people on astage that is primarily white. Displaced blackness, with all its diasporic
connections, reinforces the emergence of an intensely visual relationship of the early
modern English subject with his/ her world. Difference in colour becomes noticed in an
environment that contains and limits darkness as aresult of surrounding it with
whiteness. By setting up racial blackness as nothing more than contrast in adesired--and
predominantly white--colour scheme, the exotic flavour of darkness is accentuated in the
mind of the aristocratic English subject. The presence of blackness at the courts of
England and Scotland during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries points to a
growing fascination with the products of colonial enterprise. Black slaves, whether
musicians at Henry Vii's court or dancers at James and Anne's wedding, come to
represent the affluence of colonial enterprise. There is atangible connection between
wealth and blackness that is to be found in portraits of this era, as Hall concludes from
her study of several early modern paintings:
[p]ortraits with black slaves.

.

.

are specifically shaped by the contrast between

dark and light skins, which links the representation of black and white to the
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organization of property and gender.

..

[p]ortraits in particular chart the ongoing

commodification of black bodies as England becomes more dependent on an
involvement with Africa for economic expansion and symbolic definition. 9
The role of blackness in defining early modern aristocratic identity in England is perhaps
nowhere better or more openly portrayed than in Jonson's Masque of Blackness, a
performance designed to solidify and expand the confidence of the English subjects in
their new monarch, James I.
Jonson's Masque of Blackness is openly suggestive of its racial contents from its
title. Both the location for the performance and the queen's involvement in its conception
inflect the masque's racialized perspective with the monarch's blessing for its contents
and presentation. After Elizabeth's death. in 1603 and the subsequent ascension of James
Iio the throne of England, monarchic absolutism centres around imperialist power.
These politics are over-represented in' Jonson's masque, where the court's ideology is
adamantly centred and grounded in amasculine whiteness and economic ordering that is
imagined as both politically stable and divinely blessed. The excessive emphasis of this
form of monarchic power is sustained by the function of the masque form:
[a] sadramatic form, the court masque was particularly suited to the celebration
and propagation of absolutist power. It drew upon the force of spectacle and
verbal representation to display royal puissance and, at the same time,'to promote
asense of aristocratic community. The court masque was not merely aform of
entertainment; it was aritualized ceremony of communion. The audience of the
court masques was not passive. The strategic positioning of the viewers was part
of, and essential to, the mechanics of the masque. The court masques were an
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exercise in "interpellating" subjects--in initiating them to, and into, the intricacies
of power relations within the absolutist court. 10
It is important to follow the objectives of the literature contained within Jonson's masque
as it interpellates its audience and performers into the ideology of James's absolutist rule.
Elizabeth's death brings an end to the Tudor line and the accession of aScottish king,
James VI, to the English throne in astress-inducing political crossing of national borders.
Although the monarch to follow Elizabeth is aman, there is no doubt that amonarch
whose skillful handling of politics--internal and foreign policies together--is ahard act to
follow. The somewhat precarious situation of the English monarchy in 1605 relies on an
explicit reinforcement of traditional classical values: patriarchy, monarchic rule, and
English whiteness in order to establish its confident position to its subjects." The
succession in 1603 hails areturn to an openly patriarchal regime, with the symbols of
political power, patriarchy, and fertility (both social and reproductive) firmly placed upon
the figure of James Ias the male monarch that returns England to the humanist order of
patriarchy.
Jonson's Masque of Blackness thus serves both to proclaim and to confirm the
rightness of this return to traditional values. The explicit theme of the masque is race, a
concept that is still relatively novel to the English subject, and which can be made to
include the other fears of social dangers like gender roles, reproductive contamination,
nationhood, and class positions. In true colonial fashion, the African continent is
represented as ablack female body that "requires" the ordering control of the white man.
Both the fascination with the exotic, and the differential of power offered by race in
favour of the white man, help establish the beginnings of acolonial discourse in
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seventeenth-century England, adiscourse that Siddiqi calls protoôolonial:
The protocolonial discourse of the early seventeenth century.

.

.

was markedly

influenced by three factors: the accession of amale absolutist monarch [James I],
the continued ascendance of amercantile class within England, and the expansion
of commerce with various parts of the world. Thus ideologies of gender,
absolutism, and mercantilism variously inflected protocolonial discourse of this
period. 12
The Masque of Blackness puts this protocolonial discourse in concrete terms, in a
dramatic form that encourages approval of, and participation in, the rhetoric of colonial
ventures and English absolutist rule.

Despite the overt show of white English

masculinity, the masque is directly concerned with offering the chaotic, disturbing, and
pathetic spectacle of black women travelling towards the chance of gaining white
stability.
Race, as an umbrella term that hovers over severalsocial fears in the Renaissance;
is, then, the ideal topic for aperformance that shows the control and order of James's
court as he rules his realm. The crucial moment of definition and recognition that the
Masque of Blackness aspires to articulate is, however, subverted by the contribution of
Queen Anne to the conception and performance of the masque as presented at court on
Twelfth-Night in 1605. In the performative space of the masque that mixes performers
and audience to alarge extent, two discourses are staged: the first is the masque's literal
content, as aracialized discourse is used to confirm the rightness of James's absolutist
rule and imperialism; the second is Anne's performance in blackface and six-months
pregnant as one of the black nymphs of the masque. Anne's body takes on all the dangers
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that the poetry of the masque is trying to control: she embodies an open transgression of
gender, reproductive, class, racial, and political boundaries. These two discourses would
probably be better examined in tandem, starting with the content of the masque and
following with its performance at court in 1605. The masque allows for the presence of
oppositional currents between literature and performance where the interaction with, and
interpellation of, the audience results in different discourses running in parallel. On the
one hand, the masque's text seeks to glorify an incipient race consciousness, while on the
other hand, the performance of the queen wearing black paint does not bring about as
effective an end to racial blackness as is suggested by the text. The black nymphs have to
leave and return one year later, during which time they have been whitened and can take
part in the sequel to the Masque of Blackness, aptly named the Masque of Beauty, which
is performed three years later in 1608.
The main conceit of the Masque of Blackness is that the daughters of the river
Niger realize that their blackness is not compatible with contemporary seventeenthcentury beauty tandards. They set upon ajourney that leads them to Britain, where the
light of James Iwill restore their whiteness and give them true beauty. The masque starts
with asong describing the arrival of Niger and his daughters:
Sound, sound aloud
The welcome of the Orient floud,
Into the West;
Fayre Niger, sonne to great OCEANUS,
Now honord, thus,.
With all his beautious race. 13

9
Niger and his black daughters are the "orient floud" that comes to the west. There can be
no mistaking the feminine quality of the flood that inscribes an uncontrollable female
character to the African body. It is not just the daughters of Niger that are obviously
associated with feminine waters, but Niger himself, whose banks have overflowed with
his daughters' tears as they wept for whiteness:
They wept such ceaselesse teares, into my streame,
That it has, thus far, overflow'd his shore
To seeke thempatience.' 4
Niger is therefore compelled to seek relief for his daughters or overflow his banks if he
does not. The introductory song of the Masque'of Blackness nevertheless describes
Niger as "Fayre Niger" and his "race" as "beautious," thus possessing fairness within,
even though they are black in complexion:
Who, though but blacke in face,
Yet, they are bright,
And full of life, and light.
To prove that beauty best,
Which not the colour, but the feature
Assures unto the creature. 15
It seems here that abenevolent view of blackness is at work, where black skin is just an
unfortunate accident that covers anoble and fair soul. Indeed, it appears that Niger's
daughters have been too long in the sun. However, Niger himself does not feel the need
to change his skin colour: he is happy to keep his complexion unchanged, in stark
contrast to his daughters' distress at their blackness.
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Niger has misgivings about his daughters' desire to become white. He points out
that they are beautiful, despite being black, but that they will not believe
That, in their black, the perfect'st beauty growes...
Yet, since the fabulous voices of some few
Poore brain-sicke men, stil'd Poets, here with you,
Have, with such envie of their graces, sung
The.painted Beauties, other Empires sprung;
Letting their loose, and winged fictions flue
To infect all clymates, yea our puritie.' 6
What the black nymphs believe to be true beauty, whiteness, is the invention of poets, the
"[p]oore brain-sick men" who have extolled the beauties of countless Petrarchan
mistresses in the sixteenth century and for whom whiteness of kin, contrasted with
redness of cheeks and lips, constituted the epitome of feminine beauty. That is the direct
reference to the cosmetically "painted Beauties" that inhabit the "loose, and winged
fictions" of Petrarchan rhetoric. However, since the nymphs do not perceive the artifice
of Petrarchan beauty as their father does, they become the first converts of Siddiqi's
protocolonial discourse in England. The word "fairness," which takes on the
connotitions of both whiteness and beauty within this racialized rhetoric, becomes the
desired goal of black women. As Hall puts it, "discussions of blackness are almost
inevitably yoked to problems of gender difference. The cultural imperative of both
masques (Masque of Blackness and Masque of Beauty) is turning females white: none of
the male 'Blackamoors' seem to feel any such need."

7

Because the masque is ruled by

the protocolonial discourse of James's ideology, the only way the nymphs can be washed
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white is by coming to Britain, and more specifically, to James's court. The subject
position of these black women is very fragile, being governed by apatriarchally
determined scheme of beauty that is now in flux due to the appearance of race as yet
another category to which women must conform.
The nymphs are seeking the answer to ariddle that promises them whiteness:
That they aLand must forthw ith seeke,
Whose termination (of the Greeke)
Sounds TANIA; where bright Sol, that heat
Their blouds, doth never rise, or set,
But in his Journey passeth by,
And leaves that Clymat of the sky,
To comfort of agreater Light,
Who formes all beauty, with his sight.' 8
The nymphs do not know where they have arrived, as shown by Niger's question to
Oceanus: "Instruct, and ayde me, great OCEANUS, /What land is this, that now
appeares to us?" 9 The confirmation comes immediately from Oceanus, that Britain is
indeed the answer to their riddle:
This Land, that lifts into the temperate ayre
His snowy cliffe, is Albion the faire;
So call'd of Neptunes son, who ruleth here. 20
England is indeed the place of whiteness. Oceanus calls it Albion, the ancient name
given to it by the Romans who first saw the white cliffs of Dover when arriving to
Britain. Ironically, the Roman conquerors saw Britain as aplace of barbarism, not
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civilization, but the Britain of 1605 is now proclaiming itself as the centre of civilizing
light that can perform the impossible: washing the Ethiop white. James I, "Neptunes son"
in Oceanus's speech, is the giver of this whiteness. After all, the negative connotations
associated with blackness have been created by his racial discourse, and it is James who
seemingly can remove those connotations at will. By changing the doings of his own
discourse, the white male monarch reinforèes the belief in the rightness of his imperial
ideology and the far-reaching effects of its discourse. The performance of ideology in the
masque is of the utmost importance. Urge!, in The Jonsonian Masque, articulates this
precisely when he states that "the masque must be preserved, for it is comparable to 'the
greatest and most absolute births' and embodies the classic virtue of monarchs,
magnificence. "
21 Even though James takes no part in the performance of the masque, the
genre is decidedly for and about the monarch.
The Masque of Blackness ends with apromise: the nymphs are to be rewarded for
their long search for whiteness and their belief in the importance of whiteness itself.
Their goddess, Aethiopia, tells Niger that they have reached the end of their journey and
are in sight of their goal:
Call forth thy honor'd Daughters, then;
And let them, 'fore the Brit[tJaine men,
Indent the Land, with those pure traces
They flow with, in their native graces.
Invite them, boldly, to the shore,
Their beauties shall be scorch'd no more:
This sunne is temperate, and refines,
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All things, on which his radiance shines. 22
Besides more confirmation of James's whitewashing benevolence, this speech by
Aethiopia shows adifference in the qualities of light: the sun of Africa confers blackness
in the violent recalling of Phaeton's burning of the world in classical mythology, while
the light of James's rule can give whiteness. Different theories of racial causality floated
around at this time, from speculation on whether blackness was aresult of disease, to a
belief that the excessively hot sun of the African continent caused permanent sunburn.
The latter theory would allow the nymphs of the Masque of Blackness to benefit from
coming to Britain, aplace whose climate can offer relief from the sun's harm, while its
absolutist monarch could help "refine" primitive physiology. The "temperate" clime of
England has something to do with this, apseudo-scientific reversal of the accidental
blackness of the nymphs who are fair despite their skin colour. The "scientiall" light of
Britania is male by association with the king as the sun,
Whose beanies shine day, and night, and are of force
To blanch an Aethiope, and revive aCor's.
His light scientiall is, and (past mere nature)
Can salve the rude defects of every creature. 23
Since nature's light caused the nymphs' blackness in the first place, it is made to be an
unruly, dangerous, and feminine influence that is balanced, and whose effects are
reversed by, the artificial "sciential" light of ideology.
At this point in the masque the expectation of both the masque audience and of
modern readers is that the nymphs are going to be made white, that the masks would
come off, and the masque would end with the visual changing of the nymphs from black
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to white. This does not, however, take place. Instead, after several dances, the nymphs
are told to go away for ayear, during which time they will be washed white after
performing certain "rites." 24 The last song of the Masque of blackness tells them to keep
faith so that they may return, washed white. In her essay "The Getting of aLawful
Race': Racial Discourse in Early Modern England and the Unrepresentable Black
Woman," Lynda Boose talks about how the Masque of Blackness locates itself on a
precise division of gender through race, where the dangers of women--speech, blackness,
social uncontrollability--are posited on ablack body that needs to be washed clean before
being allowed to come into contact with English civilization: "[w] ithin the Jonsonian
narrative, what is constructed as athreat to Albion's white face is the troop of women,
who arrive in blackness and are sent away to wash themselves clean before they can
return or be invited to stay. ,25
The magical moment of seeing the miracle of washing the Ethiop white is thus
non-existent in the Masque of Blackness, allowing Orgel to classify this performance as
an antimasque: "At the theatrical climax of Blacknesse, nothing really happens; and the
significant action, the metamorphosis of blackness to beauty, takes place between the
masque and its sequel, The Masque of Beautie (1608), in which the nymphs are already
white when they appear.

,26

The women have to be sent away to come back later properly

cleaned because the actors playing the nymphs were painted black and not wearing masks
that could have been easily discarded at the end of the performance. The text of the
masque, then, has to conform to the conditions of the performance itself. Since the queen
and her ladies have to go "behind scenes" to wash off the black paint they are covered
with, the nymphs are sent away with apromise that they will return with white skins.
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The choice of black paint as costume design in effect negates the driving impulse of the
masque to praise and deify whiteness as an attribute of James and his court.
At the time of the performance in 1605 Anne would have been six months
pregnant, her pregnancy clearly visible right before the traditional period of confinement
prior to giving birth. She chose her performance in this masque to be her last public
appearance at court. One of the people attending the performance was Sir Dudley
Carleton, whose negative comments about the Queen's performance take on an obsessive
quality as he writes of it in letters to friends. 27 Anne has chosen to paint her face and
arms in her role as Euphoris, one of the twelve daughters of Niger arriving as asupplicant
to be whitened by James's light, as Carleton notes in aletter to Sir Ralph Winwood:
Their Apparell was rich, but too light and Curtizan-like for such great ones.
Instead of Vizzards, their Faces, and Arms up to the Elbows, were painted black,
which was Disguise sufficient, for they were hard to be known; but it became
them nothing so well as their red and white, and you cannot imagine amore ugly
Sight, than aTroop of lean-cheek'd Moors... [The Spanish Ambassador danced
with] the Queen, and forgot not to kiss her Hand, though there was Danger it
would have left aMark on his Lips. The Night's work was concluded with a
Banquet in the great Chamber, which was so furiously assaulted, that down went
Table and Tresses before one bit was touched.
The danger that Carleton perceives in the relatively commonplace action of aman kissing
awoman's hand ceases to be an exaggeration when genetic inheritance plays its part. If
Anne's costume paint could potentially mark the Spanish Ambassador's lips, could it not
also mark the fetus she is carrying, thus racially tainting the expected heir to the English
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throne? Her costume paint could be seen as the dreaded reality of racial blackness that
could be passed on, together with its female taint, to future generations of English men.
While Carleton clearly is concerned with the negative spectacle of the Queen in
blackface, Jonson describes the performers of the masque in terms of lavish display of
wealth rather than of blackness in the text of the masque:
The attyre of the Masquers was alike, in all, without difference: the colours,
azure, and silver; their bayre thicke, and curled upright in tresses, lyke Pyramids,
but returned on the top with ascroll and antique dressing of feathers, and jewells
interlaced with ropes of pearle. And, for the front, eare, neck, and wrists, the
ornament was of the most choise and orient pearle; best setting off from the
black. 28
The j
ewellery and richness of attire is emphasized against their black-painted faces and
arms. In seventeenth-century paintings of African slaves, the slaves are always rendered.
wearing gold necklaces and pearls, perhaps because gold and pearls were items that came
to England directly as aresult of colonial enterprises. In several portraits of ladies with
their black attendants examined by Hall, 29 the white lady is visually connected to the
black slave throughjewellery. In an anonymous portrait by Gignes called "Lady with a
Negro Servant," "the woman and attendant are subtly connected through their stance and
jewelry.

.

.

The association of woman and slave through object speaks to the problematic

status of transplanted Africans; European women and African slaves are both
objectified. 00 The jewellery and blackface worn by Anne in the Masque of Blackness
serve to collapse the white woman and black slave into one construct at the somatic level.
The white queen becomes one with the black slave, her jewellery serving to attract the
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eye of the audience to this amalgamation of class roles, by being "[b] est set off from the
black." Carleton confirms this effect by commenting on their "Apparell", which was
"rich, but too light and Curtizan-like for such great ones." The queen is representing
herself as acourtesan, both attractive and repulsive, the seducing sexuality of her painted
body contrasting with asurge of patriotism on Carleton's part against the image of such
obvious racial and class transgressions. The result is, in Carleton's words, "a very
lothsome sight."
Recent work by Orgel and Barbour has included aconsideration of the same
early seventeenth-century sketch by Inigo Jones of ablack nymph from Jonson's Masque
of Blackness. In "Britain and the Great Beyond: The Masque of Blackness at Whitehall,"
Barbour explores how Jacobean masques "provided signal occasions for anascently
imperial British court to consider its relations to the encompassing world.
of Blackness..

.

.

.

The Masque

offers an arresting formulation of early Stuart England's geography: the

masque celebrates Britain's difference from distant, "darker" worlds." 3' In "Marginal
Jonson," 32 Orgel explores the complex relationships involving the literary patronage of
Queen Anne and her involvement in the design of Inigo Jones's sets and the
representation of women in the Jacobean masque, and concludes that "[t]he masque, for
all its Amazonian heroines, celebrates the sovereign and masculine word. Empowering
women was not aJonsonian ideal, and the Queen was not the patron he sought. 03 Both
critics use the sketch of the black nymph of Jonson's masque to illustrate arguments that
revolve around perceptions of marginal subject positions. Inigo Jones's costume sketch
of the nymph, with her elaborate headpiece and excessive jewellery, is the incipient
visualization of adistancing mechanism that focuses on the periphery of an increasingly
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racialized perspective of early modern English consciousness. Early modern England is
host to ashift that places blackness in the centre of linguistic novelty, and widens the
range of literary tropes 34 as aresult of increasing exposure to racial differences starting in
the early sixteenth century.
Despite extensive and exciting research into racial perspectives of early modern
English discourses, little has been done on Lady Mary Wroth's romance The Countesse
of Mountgomeries Urania and sonnet sequence Pamphilia to Amphilanthus. Together
with Aemilia Lanyer's 1611 Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum, Elizabeth Cary's The Tragedy
of Mariam 35 (written between 1602 and 1604 and published in 1613) and Mary Sidney
Herbert's The Tragedy of Antonie (translated in 1592 and published in 1595), Wroth's
texts stand among the few documents that show awoman's perception and articulation of
racial darkness. When Wroth played the role of the nymph Baryte in Jonson's Masque of
Blackness, she was possibly wearing the exact copy of Jones's costume sketch, and was
possibly fully aware of the political ideology concerning racial blackness at James I's
court, as she was aware of the increasing manifestations of blackness in literary texts.
Her family, the prominent Sidney clan of literary faijie (including Sir Philip Sidney, her
uncle, Lady Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, and Robert Sidney, her father),
ensured that her involvement with the literary circles was extensive. 36 ,
Born into one of the most famous literary families of her time, Mary Sidney
(c. 1586-1640) married Robert Wroth in 1604, amarriage arranged by her parents and
unanimously described as unhappy. It appears that Robert Wroth preferred to live the life
of the country gentleman at Loughton Hall, his home, while Mary preferred the glitter
and excitement of James and Anne's court in London. In fact, her prominent and
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memorable part in Jonson's Masque of Blackness takes place when she is but newly
married and at the impressionable age of nineteen. Their infant son died soon after birth,
and Robert Wroth himself died in 1614, leaving his wife in serious financial debt.
Although she struggled to regain some financial independence, including petitioning the
crown for protection against her debtors in 1623, it seems that she lived the rest of her life
besieged by financial worry. Her liaison with her first cousin William Herbert (son of her
paternal aunt, Mary Sidney Herbert) after her husband's death resulted in their having two
illegitimate children. William Herbert was married at this time to Mary Talbot, awoman
he married soon after Wroth's own wedding in 1604. Josephine A. Roberts, Wroth's
most recent editor, mentions awill dated 1636 and made by awoman called Judith Fox
who leaves Wroth her estate, and who mentions an underage daughter, Katherine
Herbert. Since Wroth's daughter was under age in 1636 and therefore not yet seventeen,
her birthdate has to be sometime after 1619, and definitely after Robert Wroth's death. 37
Wroth's personal life seems to have been unconventional, to say the least.
Wroth's only publication in her lifetime, the 1621 The Countesse of
Mountgomeries Urania (with the attached sonnet sequence Pamphilia to Amphilanthus)
was also the cause of some outrage in English upper class circles. Helen Hackett writes
that the biggest scandal surrounding Wroth's publication involved Edward Denny, Baron
of Waltham, who saw himself in Wroth's characterization of Sirelius, who brutalized his
daughter in away that resembled Denny's threats to his own daughter, Honora, when she
continued alove affair despite her betrothal to Lord James Hay, afavourite of James I.
Denny's protests resulted in the withdrawal of all but twenty-seven copies of the Urania a
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few months after its publication. 38
Besides having aturbulent entry to the world of publication, the first prose
romance written by awoman in early modem England is shaded with complex
figurations of early seventeenth-century inflections of race that are represented by
enduring images of darkness. In Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary
Imagination, Toni Morrison puts into perspective the role black subjects have in defining
white English identity:
These images of impenetrable whiteness need contextualizing to explain their
extraordinary power, pattern, and consistency. Because they appear almost
always in conjunction with representations of black or Africanist people who are
dead, impotent, or under complete control, these images of blinding whiteness
seem to function as both antidote for and meditation on the shadow that is
companion to this whiteness. 39
Since Wroth is at the very least familiar with the perspectives on race that are in vogue at
the court of James I, the looming and brief appearances of the black knight in Wroth's
Urania, for example, serve to keep whiteness within aprimary visual space. Morrison
points out the fascination with whiteness and articulates the binary and interdependent
process of defining racial colour, whereby whiteness can only be defined against a
subconscious awareness of blackness as areflective background. Wroth incorporates
early modem figurations of raceinto her text through arepeated use of darkness at the
level of both her characters and the emerging subjects of her work.
Tropes of blackness in Wroth's prose romance and sonnet sequence serve to
articulate adesire for self-identification and understanding of subjectivity through
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emphasis of alterity. The unstable categories of gender become further complicated by
racial connotations. The language of early modern England stresses the racial
connotations of "fair" and "dark," and puts white women in amore precarioiTs position as
subjects of anew consciousness surrounding beauty, rank, and whiteness. Hall writes:
The intertwining of subjectivity and literary authority is central to tropes of
blackness which are both racial and literary topoi as well as aproduct of
patriarchal structures which manipulate and may preclude female subjectivity. In
female-authored texts, the appearance of such tropes may represent women's
attempts (as gender is not aprivileged category for writing) to avoid the strictures
of gender by borrowing authority from other categories reified by patriarchal
structures: class, whiteness, and "Englishness." 4°
A conscious part of female authorship is thus seen by Hall as resulting from aconscious
evasion of gender categorization, even though adiscourse that draws upon racial
inflections is caught in the midst of agender conflict. In "The Work of Gender in the
Discourse of Discovery," Louis Montrose offers adifferent opinion:
The topic of sexual conduct can become apoint of convergence for amultiplicity
of discourses--among them, gender, ethnicity, nationality, and social estate. I
write of 'ethnicity' and 'soôial estate' rather than 'race' and 'class' because, in the
Elizabethan context, some of the contemporary assumptions do not seem to be
either adequate or appropriate. 4'
Hall thus supports an opposing view that race and class could become the focus of a
discourse that

seeks

to minimize the effects of sexual conduct, while Montrose

emphasizes the importance of observing the parameters of sexual conduct in order to
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clarify and distinguish the emergence of discourses of race and class. While there is
definite emphasis placed on whiteness and class as pertaining to women, Wroth cannot
evade issues of sexual conduct in atext that overtly focuses on romantic relationships.
Since the romantic genre as used by Wroth involves areliance on both travelling
and cameos of blackness to construct the identities of her male and female characters, my
first chapter will deal with late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century colonial travel
and the perception of alterity in shaping early modern aristocratic subjectivity. For the
male characters of Wroth's Urania the interaction of darkness and light is limited to a
form of racial mimesis42 in the person of the black knight. Black armour worn in selfimposed anonymity stands for avisual and tangible appropriation of racial overtones that
placed difference increasingly on the periphery, whether of body or nation. Inside,
however, the knight maintains the prescriptive imperialist whiteness that gives him
supremacy in his encounters with the "others" during the long and numerous journeys that
web Wroth's text.
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus, the first sonnet sequence written by awoman, is the
composite result of acknowledging femininity and taking the imposed parameters of
economically gendered racial consciousness to act as the impulse for acreation that
appropriates male poetic discourse43 in the traditional Petrarchan vein, 44 as well as to
unify the scattered parts of feminine subjectivity. If the prose romance strives towards
unity--starting with the basic "togetherness" of infinite encounters and love unions--then
the sonnet sequence takes the concept of unity farther to create the possibility of awhole
subject who expresses the need to incorporate the outside parameters of social
classification with feminine identity and desire. The net psychic movement is centripetal,
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focusing on an intensely private and internalized subject. Jeff Masten remarks on what
he calls the "sustained lack of reference" of Wroth's Pamphilia to Amphilanthus,
emphasized by the "opposition of apublic, male world and Pamphilia's withdrawal into a
privatized locus of female poetic expression." 45 The sum of this inward-seeking
phenomenon is the authoritative and authentic voice of the early modem female poet, in
both the persona of Pamphilia and that of Wroth.
Travelling through darkness towards the light of self-knowledge and identity is
the common motif tying my interest in Jonson's Masque of Blackness and Wroth's The
Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania and Pamphilia to Amphilanthus. The crossing of
geographical boundaries in late sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England
involves interacting with increasingly complex issues around nationhood, social status,
and race as aresult of the economically-driven, imperialist ideology that introdi.ices the
spoils of colonialism to English culture. Perceived in this manner, travelling out of one's
own country becomes the almost exclusive province of masculine enterprise. In avery
simple way, the early modern male, subject travels from one feminine entity--the nascent
nation state--into another feminine body--the pre-qrientalist colonies of the empire. This
chapter will focus, then, on the ways in which colonial travel affected the development of
early modern identity by examining the politics of travelling through the gendered prism
of colonial interactions.
My second chapter introduces Wroth's use of darkness to define the process of
colonial travel as perceived through the characters of her romance. This study involves a
comparison of the ways in which darkness is adopted by the male and female characters
of Wroth's text and its function in cultural construction of male and female subjectivity in
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her discourse. In the moment of donning black armour, Wroth's black knight takes on the
persona of the colonist who stagnates at the personal level because of his rigid
containment in the role of masculine whiteness. His idiopathic identification results in a
superficial adoption of blackness of the colonized other who is becoming asymbol of
alterity because of the visual contrast between the blackness of race and the whiteness of
English aristocracy.

The black knight, however, only extends his involvement with

darkness to the level of the aimour that, like amask, could be removed anytime. In
contrast, women's travelling takes on an interiorizing aspect as darkness is acknowledged
as part of their conscious attempt to define themselves. Although women travel through
Wroth's Urania, the essential net movement is an inward one that examines the ways in
which heteropathic identification drives their subjective gaze towards the racialized other
through Whom they live their fantasies. Women have an ambiguous relationship with
race in early seventeenth-century England. On the one hand they are aware of-the
increasingly complex connections between beauty and whiteness and social status. On
the other hand, they are aware that the newly-risen consciousness of race demands
acknowledgment of the racializing impulse of the Western mind before ajourney of selfdefinition can take place. Wroth's female characters travel more towards an
understanding of alterity and its reflexive effects on the Western subject, offering a
deeper insight into awoman's perception of racial difference in early modern England.
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Chapter 1:
Definitions: Early Modern Travelling and Issues of Alterity
English literature of the late sixteenth century consciously tries to articulate
discourses of nationhood, race, and diasporic economics that result from an increase in
population numbers, the cosmopolitan lifestyle of London, the creation of national debt,
the geographical expansion of England's surface area to include colonies, all resulting in
acultural flux that is centred around, and obsessed with, representations of alterity. 46
Colonial travel, understood from its imperialist drive' sand economic motivation, is one
essential aspect of travelling as amedium for the continuous contacts with the "other" in
the early modern period .47 The inherent binary contained in the perception of a1terity48
invites an examination of not just the imaginative opposites of aspectrum of difference,
but also of the mechanics that facilitate encounters with alterity. An examination of early
modern travelling is useful for clarifying the motives behind the colonial encounters that
feed travel narratives in aculturally fluctuating arena. Discussing late sixteenth-century
travelling, especially the economic motives that drive the explosive colonial travel of
Elizabethan England, is thus vital to aproject that seeks to uncover the influence of racial
overtones in parameters of male and female self-definition in an early modem woman's
prose romance. Travelling forms an integral part of the plot of Wroth's Urania, and she
uses this trope to research the extent to which blackness factors in the definition of male
and female identification. The movements that characterize Wroth's romance knights.
conform to Silverman's study of idiopathic identification, where the knight uses the
colour of the racial other--i.e. blackness--in order to strengthen his identity. Women
travel as well in the course of Wroth's text, but their interaction with darkness takes on an
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interior aspect, as in acase of heteropathic identification, where pleasure and torment are
experienced through the other, inviting questions about an ambiguous and interiorized
relationship with alterity.
Colonial expansion during the reign of Elizabeth Iinvites acloser look at the
extensive travelling that, at aphysical level, mirrors the constant permutations and
fluctuations of the changing structure of early modern England's perception of itself, at
the levels of both the individual subject and the nation. Expansion beyond the
geographical borders of insular Britain was made possible as aresult of economic and
political changes. Elizabeth I's reign was marked by nexplosion of world exploration,
resulting in adramatic shift in the dynamics of economic and sociopolitical arenas. The
Spanish and the Portuguese, for example, after "discovering" America in 1492, focused
entirely on colonizing and economically exploiting newly discovered "worlds."
Elizabeth's rule offered England the opportunity to catch up to the colonial economic
market, and consolidated England's refusal not to be out-competed by the other nations of
Europe. Consequently, British sailors began to explore, appropriate, and almost fetishize,
the terra incognita. Very quickly, the Spanish and the Portuguese lost their monopoly as
the only European nations intent on colonial politics: the naval expansion and the
modernization of ships that took place when preparing for the famous encounter with the
Spanish Armada in 1588 was probably the largest impetus for the British towards having
the naval supremacy that has become legendary.

While their fleet might indeed have

been expanded to protect and safeguard their insular country, sailing became the
mechanical foundation that enabled imperial takeovers and made Britain acolonial power
by the end of Elizabeth's reign in 1603.
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British mercantile enterprise certainly expanded during Elizabeth's reign and
continued to acquire more assets through the following centuries. Hall mentions the
Spanish and Portuguese as economic competitors of Britain as aresult of the SpanishAmerican trade and Portuguese-African trade respectively. She states that Africa
presented the facilitating avenue for British mercantilism since most travel routes to the
Americas involved passage through African waters and thus avoided passing around the
Cape of Good Hope. 49 Slowly the British encroached upon African trade concerns that
were primarily in the province of Portugal, establishing their involvement with what was
known as Barbary, resulting in the formation of the Barbary Company in 1585.

°

Finally, in 1588, aLondon company got the rights to trade of the Guinea Coast, 51 and in
1600, the famous East India Company was founded as amodest concern. This list of
British foreign trade expansion is certainly not exhaustive. It is certain, however, that
from an economic point of view the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries were a
period of mercantile heaven for the enterprising English. As far as dealings with the
African continent are concerned, the English gradually develop afeeling of entitlement to
colonize and exploit; they had, after all, been repeatedly penetrating Portuguese trading
zones in Northern Africa and in 1588 proved their naval one-upmanship upon the
Spanish Armada. Travçl into the "dark continent" was not only profitable, but became
part of the spoils of economic competition between European imperialist regimes.
Travel narratives make their entrance into the literary corpus with the overt
intention of presenting the culturally "strange" and socially "curious." Prominent
examples of this particular narrative tradition cover aperiod of time from as early as the
1499 English translation of the Travels of Sir John Mandeville, and features William
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Prat's translation of The Description of the Countrey of Aphrique in 1554, Richard
Hakluyt's The Principal Navigations, Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation in
1589, Sir Walter Ralegh's The Discoverie of the large, rich, and beautifull Empire of
Guiana in 1596, and John Pory's 1600 English translation of Johannes Leo Africanus's
text, A Geographical Historie of Africa. Underneath this overt intention lies amarked
European masculinist attempt to organize forays into aworld that is inherently entropic:
"[w]hat cultural chaos the early travelers saw, they perceived primarily in terms of
gender: adisorder that.

..

would itself have been recognizable by the male European as a

disorder more amenable to the impression of European order. ,52 Later manifestations of
colonial endeavours do, in Abdul R. JanMohamed's opinion, deal with alterity as
an exploration and arepresentation of aworld at the boundaries of "civilization," a
world that has not (yet) been domesticated by European signification or codified
in detail by its ideology. That world is therefore perceived as uncontrollable,
chaotic, unattainable, and ultimately evil. Motivated by his desire to conquer and
dominate, the imperialist configures his colonial realm as aconfrontation based
on differences in race, language, social customs, cultural values, and modes of
production. 53
JanMohamed points out that colonial enterprises expand to include adiscourse of
domesticating and civilizing the chaos of liminal spaces. Earlier travel narratives,
however, did not have the benefit of amore established and functional perception of
European "civilization," allowing the "chaos" of the Englishman's colonial realm to spill
out into aconfused and complex imagining of the Englishman's own subject position. 54
This confusion results in the creation of an imagined space of containment for selfhood,
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and is extended to become the nation, at the same time all-inclusive and all-restrictive.
The insular boundaries of the British, although crossed-over as part of European travel,
become increasjngly important when the movement involves geographical destinations
that are-beginning to be specifically "othered."
The boundaries of anation come to represent the borders of acontained,
sovereign, and seemingly inviolable construct of early modern self-definition. Benedict
Anderson looks at how the nation is formed through the work of nationalism as it
imagines or creates the nation: "[c]ommunities are to be distinguished, not by their
falsity/ genuineness, but by the style in which they are imagined." 55 He furthei defines
the nation as this product of imagination: "it is an imagined political community--and
imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign," making acase for the style in which
these political communities are imagined by setting boundaries that, parallel to the
geographical ones, serve to limit the nation to its imaginative inhabitants. 56 The setting
of boundaries invites crossings over, at both the physical and imaginary levels, and
Anderson's definition of the nation potentially offers early modern English subjects the
temptation of transgressing its limits. Although we use the term "transgression" today to
imply aconscious desire to subvert current ideologies, the more archaic meaning of the
word--i.e. stepping across--helps visualize amovement between two entities that are
imagined apart. An essentially binary structure of thinking about alterity allowed for an
early modern perception of colonies as chaotic, female gendered, racially marked, and
dangerous, on the one hand. In contrast, the perception of own subjectivity tends towards
the ordered, overtly-masculinized, unblemished whiteness of monarchic absolutism. A
different view than Anderson's model of dividing colonial alterity along the lines of
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gender is given by Louis Montrose: "[t]he topic of sexual conduct can become apoint of
convergence for amultiplicity of discourses--among them gender, ethnicity, nationality,
and social estate." 57 Montrose's convergent discourses, focusing on the expansive topic
of sexual conduct, bypass the rather compartmentalized and binary view proposed by
Anderson. Nevertheless, the gendering of the facets of colonial ideology gives the
Western European male subject abetter measure of control over the management of ideas
that arise as aresult of imperialist travel. Sorting new ideas along the older lines of
gender acts can easily be seen as an extrapolation of Anderson's views and is simplistic in
its division through gender. Montrose rightly states that there is convergence of
discourses that are not just using gender lines to provide abinary view of early modern
subjectivity, but are also implicating issues of race, class, and nation.
In my discussion of Jonson's Masque of Blackness Ihave previously examined
the ways in which geographical mobility is specifically projected onto women in the
ideology of James's court. Besides whiteness, the other supremely male attribute that
emerges from this text is geographical stability. Elizabethan England, however, had
expanded its borders and was marked by the voyages of exploration of its male subjects
into the unknown. The unknown, to the rest of the English populace, became "familiar"
through the help of maps. Maps offered the possibility of seeing alterity, starting the
process of visualizing otherness in away that did not preclude the impulse to ownership.
In Eccentric Spaces, Robert Harbison has argued that modern maps "sedulously reinforce
and protect our sense of where we are," 58 reinforcing the centrality of the place of origin
of the European traveller into the terra incognita, as well as placing the boundaries of
difference closer to home than might have been thought. Mapping the world, through
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both actual maps and travel narratives, is thus the most obvious way of spacing, relating,
and distancing the self from the other. Above all, cartography offers the possibility of
reinforcing psychic control over the subject's surroundings: the concrete existence of a
map allows for possession, just as colonial enterprise encourages asense of righteous
ownership of otherness. Colonial travel in Elizabethan and Jacobean England could
therefore be seen as amasculine enterprise that had the economics of incipient
imperialism at heart, and yet, subconsciously, still offering the travelling Englishman a
means of seeking his own place in the larger scheme of things. In Orientalism, Edward
Said says that
Geography was essentially the material underpinning for knowledge about the
Orient. All the latent and unchanging characteristics of the Orient stoodupon,
were rooted in, its geography. Thus on the one hand the geographical Orient
nourished its inhabitants, guaranteed their 6aracteristics, and defined their
specificity; on the other hand, the geographical Orient solicited the West's
attention

..

. .

The cosmopolitanism of geography was..

.

its universal

importance to the whole of the West, whose relationship to the rest of the world
was one of frank covetousness. Yet geographical appetite could also take on the
moral neutrality of an epistemological impulse to find out, to settle upon, to
uncover.

59

Said here correctly interprets the double-edged fascination of the West with the Orient,
pointing out the "frank covetousness" of the West in its approach to the rest of the world,
not just the Orient. Said does not miss attributing the West's desire to possess the world
to imperialism and its effects not just on geographical perceptions, but on moral and
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psychic dimensions as well. 60 The "moral neutrality" of seeking out knowledge, while
implying the good morality of expanding knowledge of the world in that most innocent of
ways (i.e., exploring for knowledge, not economics) can no doubt reflect upon the one
conducting the search. The impulse to discover goes both ways, is reflexive, and the
knowledge sought need not necessarily concern .only cartographical expansion, but the
Western subject whose subjectivity finds out, settles upon, and uncovers not just the
world, but itself.
Articulating the "sovereign Western consciousness" hinges on extensive travelling
into colonized spaces. Pratt further examines the aspect of encounters between
Europeans and the "other" through what she calls the "contact zone," aspace that
"foreground[s] the interactive, improvisational dimensions of colonial encounters so
easily ignored or suppressed by diffusionist accounts of conquest and domination." 6'
Pratt's work is echoed by Martin Daunton and Rick Halpern, who examine the means of
establishing identity through renegotiating the medium of colonization:
the identities of both British and indigenes were subject to constant re-negotiation.
This process was more than asimple encounter between two stable, fixed
identities, for both were fractured and various, changing over time and space in
constant interplay and mutual redefinition.

.

.

.

It was not merely that imperial

power, springing from many sources, classified, defined and sought to dominate
indigenous peoples, but that equally the identities of Britons themselves took
shape in relation to the colonized "other." 62
As such, dealings with representations of alterity are not restricted to the European's
gazing upon, and vizualization of, the colonized "other," but instead involve aconstantly
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fluctuating measure of interaction that serves to alter the self-perception of the European
gazer. Variations exist on modern critics' perception of this imagined space where
differences meet and define each other: what Pratt sees as afluid "contact zone" is
replaced in critic Meyda Yegenoglu's view of the Oriental veil. The European who is
gazing at the veiled women of the Orient is seeking to penetrate its opacity to discover
the mysteries of amystical and infinitely compelling Orient, while simultaneously the
veil contains the capacity to mirror back aconstantly changing picture of the European
subject. 63
The emphasis on the gaze of the Western traveller underlines the degree to which
early modern consciousness relies on the visual field to define and understand. There is
certainly amarked visualization of the somatic in its extreme form, the grotesque body
that is gendered female and needs controlling. Peter Stallybrass says of the grotesque
body that it is "unfinished, outgrows itself, [and] transgresses its own limits" by not being
clearly separated from the world by absolute boundaries. The perception of the
grotesque emphasizes those parts of the body that are open to the outside world, like the
mouth, the genital organs, the breasts alluding thus to the language of festive obscenity
and abuse. 64 The female body, in its most grotesque aspect, is the perfect vessel for
representations of colonization. 65 By extrapolation, the feminine chaos of
JanMohamed's and Montrose's alterity could be possessed and tamed, 66 perhaps inducing
the gaze that Said describes as full of "frank covetousness," and which is aprecise
description of the impulse to economic ownership that drives colonial travel and
expansion. The material transformation of foreign geography and culture into afeminine
"object" does not limit itself to aperception of colonized spaces. Indeed, according to
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Helgerson, the nation-state itself was gendered female, and thus offering herself for
possession:
The fruitful nation.

.

.

is awoman, seated, dressed in aloosely draped gown, one

breast exposed, holding acornucopia and ascepter. She is enclosed in a
triumphal arch occupied by the men who have fought. for possession of her.
Rather than dominating the land, she wears it. In other representations, the
gendering of state and nation is complemented by identifications based on class,
on high and low. 67
What Helgerson brings to attention is aconstant preoccupation of the early modern
subject with afashioning of anation, bedecked as expected with all the accoutrements of
the earthy, and ever possessed, feminine.
Portraying colonialism through alanguage that is heavily gendered is not the only
aspect of early,modern thought. Added to that is the introduction of the language of
darkness, the representation of the foreign in terms that are increasingly racialized. As
Hall puts it,
it is England's sense of losing its traditional insularity that provokes the
development of "racialism"

.

.

The economic expansion of England was a

linguistic and, ultimately, an ideological expansion in which writers and travelers
grappled with ways of making use of the foreign materia "produced" by
colonialism. Tropes of blackness were discovered by white English writers (both
male and female) to be infinitely malleable ways of establishing asense of the
proper organization of [the] Western European. 68
Racial overtones, represented by enduring images of blackness, 69 underline an incipient
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discourse of difference resulting from an essentially cartographical view of the world,
where otherness can be seen, starting with the "racially-inferior" Irish close to home, 70
and ending with the distant, and differently coloured people living at the edges of early
modern maps. 7'Racial consciousness pervades travel narratives, most famously
represented by George Best's account of blackness in Hakluyt's Principal Navigations:
Imy selfe have seene an Ethiopian as blacke as cole brought into England, who
taking afaire English woman to wife, begat asonne in all respects as blacke as
the father was, although England were his native countrey, and an English woman
his mother: whereby it seemeth this blacknes proceedeth rather of some natural
infection of that man, which was so strong, that neither the nature of the Clime,
neither the good complexion of the mother concurring, coulde any thing alter, and
therefore we cannot impute it to the nature of the Clime. 72
Culturally speaking, travelling gradually becomes associated with the possibility of a
racial taint. 73 In Best's passage, awhite man must have gone out into the colonies and
"brought into England" ablack man. The Ethiopian-English marriage stands proof that
blackness is not changed by place of birth or maternal inheritance. Whiteness, in the
early modern racial consciousness, is an artifact of lack, alack of some natural "infection"
that an Ethiopian must have. Whether caused by an infection, or resulting from sun
exposure, the preoccupation with blackness is visible in the writings of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century writers.
Colonial travel thus generates, in Helgerson's words, a"new global system of
differences, ,74 that introduces social change on several fronts. The concept of nation is
slowly beginning to form as aresult of closing distances betveen the poles of alterity.
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While distances shrink, due to increased travelling across the globe, differences become
more pronounced, at the level of nation, and at the level of the individual. A
consciousness of visible markers arises that complicates issues of gender, and that seeks
somatic representations of class and racial distinctions, putting pressure on individual
subject construction, both male and female.
Wroth's Urania uses travelling in order to develop the characters of her romance.
Spatial mobility in particular forms the basis for cultural construction of masculinity in
view of emergent imperialist exploration of the globe. The travelling black knight of
Wroth's text presents afascinating mixture of geographical mobility and psychic
stagnation that are represented by the wearing of the black armour like amask.
Blackness, at the level of the armour, becomes asymbol of adopting the flavour of
colonial travel. The interaction with alterity and the formation of astrong masculine ego
constitute the political ramifications of idiopathic identification, which "conforms to an
incorporative model, constituting the self at the expense of the other who is in effect
'swallowed'." 75 The black knight adopts the characteristics of the racialized other, from
exterior colour to the anonymity that comes with the new consciousness of race and
colonization. By travelling under the cloak of darkness, into the unknown dimensions of
being anonymous, the black knight gives the outward impression of seeking selfdefinition. My next chapter will examine the extent to which travelling adds to the
psychic development of the black knight, and the effects of wearing asymbol of racial
otherness.
Travelling is not confined to Wroth's male characters. Women travel as well,
perhaps not as extensively, and almost always under the social obligation of fulfilling
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either their determined roles in making political alliances or under compulsion to satisfy a
desire for self-definition and identification. In contrast with the black knight, the
travelling woman needs no external marker to symbolize her involvement with alterity
since her journey happens mostly within the confines of her mind in parallel with
geographical mobility. Women seek the constancy of adefined role that fits them, a
difficult undertaking when roles are imposed and identity constraints are superficially
constrained. Pamphilia's inner journey as she negotiates through the darkness of
subjective roles in order to define herself is likened to the journey of a"weary Traveller,
who tyred, sought /In places distant farre.. his state to mend," (P11) 76 and who is
.

constantly in danger of being lost in the midst of darkness. Wroth's description of
Pamphilia's labyrinthine travelling is couched in terms that most often describe colonial
travel, with references to hot continents and laboured movement towards an elusive goal.
In the next chapter Iwill examine feminine travelling and its influence in developing the
feminine writing process as away of seeking self-definition by comparing the
interiorized movement of Wroth's female characters with the extensive journeys of the
black knight.
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Chapter 2:
Male and Female Subjects: Cultural Constructions
By 1621, the year Mary Wroth published her prose romance The Countesse of
Mountgomeries Urania, texts describing knightly chivalry and romance were certainly
not novel. Yet Wrath's text was not only popular, but also caused enough scandal that
she had to pull it off the market as aresult.

"

The rather traditional stories of armoured

knights travelling across ageographically familiar Europe indicate an inclination towards
aromantic tradition that seeks to bring back modified love tales from medieval romances.
The "travel narrative" aspect of Wroth's romance seeks to use the familiar, in both its
temporal and spatial aspects, in order to work through issues that are pertinent to Wroth's
contemporaries: imagining their subject position in acontext that is in present flux and
whose physical and psychic geography is constantly changing. Wroth's romance stories
represent the most appropriate literary tools she has to match the imaginary cartography
of the early modem English subject. Her text adds numerous levels of complexity to the
simple and known motif of masculine travelling and feminine constancy. Since it would
have been highly unlikely foi an early seventeenth-century Englishwoman to travel
extensively abroad, Wroth chooses not to write atext that claims the authenticity of
experience implied in treatises on colonial travel and world exploration by her male
contemporaries such as Richard Hakluyt and Sir Walter Ralegh. Travel narratives drawn
from awoman's first-hand experience have to wait another six decades for Aphra Behn's
remarkable career. 78 Instead, Wrath has to rely upon the well-known literary genre of the
romance to perform ajourney that explores what could be called the terra cognita, in
order to generate ourunderstanding of the parameters of early modem self-definition.
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Wroth's various fictional destinations include Italy, Greece, Asia Minor,
Macedonia, Romania, and several Mediterranean islands. She draws amap of aworld
that, for her readers, is very familiar. 79 The Renaissance humanist revival of interest in
everything classical allows the map of Urania to be the familiar territory on which
subjectivity is negotiated against new issues of imperialism, of race and of nationhood.
Travelling into already mapped territories becomes anew experience because of anew
approach on the traveller's part: classical learning becomes shaded with an emerging
'consciousness of alterity that focuses on the traveller's own identity' in an exercise that
uses the known geography of Europe to map the early modem subject. 8° Just about all of
the characters of the text travel in some context or another. Usually the reason is to find a
lost loved one, to avenge awrong, or to seek their own identity. Perhaps it is no wonder
that searching for self-identity marks the beginning of the book, when the shepherdess
Urania grieves because she does not know who she is:
Alas Urania'..

.

of any miserie that can befall woman, is not this the most and

greatest which thou art fame into? Can there be any neare the unhappinesse of
being ignorant, and that in the highest kind, not being certaine of mine owne'
estate or birth? Why was Inot stil continued in the beleefe Iwas, as Iappear, a
Shepherdes.. My ambition then went no higher then this estate, now flies it to a
.

knowledge; then was Icontented, now perplexed. 8'
Ignorance of her own birth becomes Urania's mental scourge. She needs to know who
she is with an obsession that presupposes that her "estate" might indeed be loftier than
that of ashepherdess. Wroth's description of Urania hints at this possibility from the
very beginning of the text: "forth came the faire Shepherdessé Urania, (faire indeed; yet
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that farre too meane atitle for her, who for beautie deserv'd the highest stile could be
given by best knowing Judgements)." 82 Fairness and beauty signal the higher social
status of awoman, and despite her occupation as amenial shepherdess, her fairness
requires the allusion to a"title," no less. Scholars like Hall and Howard point to the racial
connotations of the word "fair," especially as it was used in pivotal texts for race
scholarship like Jonson's Masque of Blackness and Thomas Heywood's The Fair Maid of
the West, Part

1.83

Early modern white female writers are therefore more acutely aware

than their male counterparts of the gendered use of the word "fair," as they realize the
additional complexities that race brings to issues of beauty, rank, and whiteness. 14 It is
pertinent to specify that Wroth is acutely conscious of the importance of whiteness in
defining at least feminine beauty and social rank.
I. Cultural constructions of subjectivity: Wroth's black knight
The mechanism of establishing identity in Wroth's text invites an examination of
the figures of the black knight who travels extensively throughout the text and who goes
through endless cycles of anonymity followed by fame. As Ihave previously argued, the
tropes of blackness used by Wroth serve to articulate adesire for self-identification and
understanding of subjectivity through an emphasis on alterity. The rise of discourses of
alterity as aresult of mercantile/ imperialist travelling requires achange in the path of
cultural construction of masculinity. Birth, including titled land ownership, comes to
define an older order that is coming in direct competition with arising and prosperous
merchant class. Aristocratic travel is nascently the bridge between maintaining inherited
social rank and land ownership, and availing the aristocracy of acash inflow from
colonial enterprises. Wroth's black knight comes to represent the common denominator
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of masculine self-definition. Being aknight qualifies him for the morally accepted
conduct of anationalist European male, incorporating in his character the subtexts of
ethnicity, social class and nationality that are vital to the overwhelmingly masculinist
identity of the early modern European traveller. His enveloping blackness, in this view,
comes to symbolize the anonymity that is the main challenger to the early modern subject
who travels beyond known boundaries: self-worth, whether stemming from status at
birth or based upon successful colonial venture, ceases to be the determining factor when
abroad. The black armour is worn so that the identity of the knight remains concealed
until he chooses to reveal himself so the visor must actually be worn closed over his face
at all times. This concealment of the face and body of the knight under ablack facade
offers Wroth the possibility of introducing amoment of unveiling, in aprocess that marks
asubject under construction, much like the washing of the Ethiop white. 85
Discussing male subject construction in aromance would logically revolve
around sexual conduct, as suggested by Montrose. In this regard, the eternally questing
black knight of Wroth's romance presents afascinating case. Although romantic love is
an intrinsic part of every character's story, the black knight seems always to be alone and
either unfortunate in his love (like Leandrus, whose unrequited love for Pamphilia, the
daughter of the King of Morea, causes him sorrow), or oblivious to being loved (like
Amphilanthus, son of the King of Naples, who is constantly loved by Pamphilia and
Antissia, daughter of the King of Romania), or otherwise charged to prove his worth in
romance (like Rosindy, who is sent away to prove his romantic worth to his beloved).

I

believe that Wroth's black knight is scrupulously avoiding the danger of confusing
pleasure and self-interest with aristocratic policy: the pursue of pleasure and money is an
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exploit worthy only of the merchant class, and not to be confused with the politics of the
land-owning upper class. 86 Barbara Sebek argues that abroadly conceived concept of
commerce "enacts alarger geographical vision in which all singularity collapses, raising
the conceptual threat of the figurative promiscuity that accompanies the solvent power of
the money form." 87 Once again recalling the importance Montrose gives to sexual
conduct as aconvergence of discourses of nation and ethnicity, the pleasures of
commerce, both financial and personal, pose areal threat of feminization to the white
Western male. The black knight, despite being aprominent motif of the romance of
Wroth's Urania, is always elusive in his romantic attachments.
The figure of the black knight looms large very early in the Urania, when
Leandrus, son of the King of Achaya, disguises himself as a"blacke Knight, who was so
strong and valiant, ,88 and takes revenge on the pirate Sandringal for having kidnapped
Antissia, his intended betrothed. The appearance of the black knight signals the start of a
championing action under the wraps of anonymity. It seems, however, that the black
armour is nothing but ameans of obviously masking inward fairness and honourable
demeanour. By assuming anonymity, the black knight participates in the world of
curiosities, since the knight who hides his fame under unmarked armour is just as curious
to the seventeenth-century romance reader as the exposition of black slaves was that
entertained James and Anne's wedding guests. Despite Leandrus's initial appearance as
the vengeful champion of his intended betrothed, his story is actually very unfortunate.
11
His unrequited desire for Pamphilia becomes the driving force in his life between
knightly fights on behalf of helpless innocents 89 and forays into large-scale mobilization
for war. 90 Leandrus's character shifts between the role of desiring traveller and humanist
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aristocrat. On the one hand, he plays the part of anonymous hero whose contact with
otherness leaves its mark on his outermost layer--the black armour. On the other hand,
however, the dark traveller is easily replacedby the aristocratic heir to the Achayan
throne, who unsuccessfully seeks areturn for his love. While the black knight carries the
romantic allure of idealized masculine development, the constant reversion to aristocratic
whiteness negates the appeal of darkness for the female characters. Leandrus's last
contact with the woman he loves takes place at the enchanted Theater, gazing at her
without touching, as she looks upon the man she loves, Amphilanthus, who in turn is
oblivious to Pamphilia's love and is looking at another woman, Musaliria. 9'Leandrus's
gaze upon Pamphilia closely mirrors Said's description of the Western male's gaze upon
the colonies, agaze that carries an overt desire for physical possession. From the
perspective of the Petrarchan lover, there is also anote of regret at the inability to have a
reciprocal relationship. This observation could very well fit in with examining the ways
in which Wroth uses the figure of the Petrarchan lover as ametaphor for the early modern
colonist. The adoring gaze of the Petrarchan lover upon the mistress that is owned
through the Petrarchan blazon92 closely matches the possessing gaze of th6 imperialist
traveller who participates in the language of colonial enterprise and racial difference.
Leandrus's character comes to represent the European male who falls prey to the role of
the Petrarchan lover. He is destined to retain the obscurity and anonymity of the lover
who is forever pining for his beloved, but who will always just gaze and desire, without
fulfillment, as is shown in his rather conventional composition of poetry:
Drowne me not you cruell teares,
Which in sorrow witnes beares
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Of my wailing,
And Loves failing...
Of atorrent curstly fierce
Past wits power to rehearse;
Only crying,
Or my dying
May instead of verse or prose
My disasterous end disclose. 93
Leandrus is certainly locked in the role of the Petrarchan lover, and can only use the
language of unrequited courtly love. The Petrarchan lover embodied by Leandrus could
be seen through both Said's and Pratt's theories of the European colonist gazing upon an
elusive Orient, 94 generating abody of desiring literary texts that eventually fail to possess
what is only acreation of the Western imagination.
A discussion of the black knight's intended anonymity cannot exclude the
character of Rosindy, Pamphilia's brother. Rosindy reveals himself after he assists
Leandrus and Clarimatto, but does not throw off the black armour since he is still on the
mission given him by his beloved:
But now Rosindy.

.

.

still resolv'd to performe the command of his Mistris, which

was to passe all Greece, and accomplish such adventures as might make him
worthy of her love, and yet not to discover the ende of his travell, or himselfe, to
any without extraordinary occasion. To observe this, he put on those blacke
Armes, bearing no Device in his Shield, because his desire was onely to be called
the unknowne Knight. 95
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He is secretly involved with Meriana, Queen of Macedonia, acountry ruled by an
usurper. Despite her attraction to him, she nevertheless sends Rosindy off to live up to a
woman's romantic dream. He is to become the "knight in shining armour" of today's
retrograde romantic ideals, here transformed into the black knight who accomplishes
wondrous tasks that "might make him worthy of her love." Is it possible to compare
Rosindy's desire to become worthy of the name of "lover" with the colonist's desire to
become the essence of Englishness? Like the young man embarking on his Grand Tour
to polish off his aristocratic education, 96 the forays of the black knight in this instance are
geared towards attaining an ideal of masculine identity that requires starting from utter
anonymity. Wroth achieves asense of total anonymity through aveiling of her character
in literal blackness.
The sense of anonymity that the knight wants to project seems specifically linked
to the colour he chooses for his armour. Since the colour black is so important to
anonymity, there has to be aconnection between perceiving blackness as both azero
starting point for social standing (which explains the knight's drive to prove himself) and
arepresentative exterior for journeying through darkness to find light and identity. Both
these connections point to the existence of racial overtones in the choice of black armour.
While not necessarily "becoming" black, the knight thus masked can replicate the
journey that Jonson's nymphs make to emerge from blackness in the Masque of
Blackness. Besides being impenetrable to the inquiring gaze of the Westerner, racial
blackness provides for the English imagination the reflective power of amirror that
shows only what is placed before it: venturing into darkness provides the perfect
condition for learning about oneself. As Said puts it, "the imaginative examination of
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things Oriental was based more or less exclusively upon asovereign Western
consciousness out of whose unchallenged centrality an Oriental world emerged. 07
Wroth's text uses apre-orientalist imagined world--classical geography and early modern
race consciousness--not to explore what Said calls the "Orient," but to articulate the
construction of the "sovereign Western consciousness" at the beginning of the
seventeenth century in England.

What is Rosindy's secret for success? Is it in realizing

that romantic exploits are secondary to politics? That question could be answered by
pointing out that his run-of-the-mill chivalric exploits as the famed black knight take
place only while he engages in foreign policy. He starts his journey from home for the
obvious reason, to pass "thorow most part of Greece to seeke adventures," 98 yet his story
only starts to get interesting once he dons black armour and takes on the name of
"Unknowne."

9

Rosindy's single-minded approach to travelling incognito involves the

more salient points of Petrarchism, such as doing it all for the sake of awoman. His
foray into darkness and anonymity acts as astarting point for masculine metamorphosis
that involves starting from the zero of adark, dangerous, socially inferior femininity that
is conceptualized along lines of racial difference and is part of discursive practices of
colonial travel. Wroth portrays Rosindy as aman primarily concerned with issues of
rightful succession of monarchic rule (a topic that is pertinent to Jacobean England' °°)
who staunchly follows Petrarchan love conventions. In asense, she offers his character a
refuge from being embroiled in the fluid discourse of race by relegating him to the role of
the successful Petrarchan lover who realizes the importance of patriarchal ideals behind
the mask of the lover.
Another character who wears blackness is Melisander, Duke of Pergamus. He
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decides to wear black armour at atournament in Cyprus, where knights fought for the
beauty of the women they loved and admired. The most beautiful women are obviously
Pamphilia and Limena (daughter of aSicilian duke), and they enter the arena in achariot
accompanied by two knights, one dressed in gold, the other in black. The black knight is
Pamphilia's champion, and he wears black because he is in mourning for his father. '°'
His title new, Melisander is probably strengthening his political alliances with the King
of Morea, but he is decidedly Pamphilia's friend, remaining so for the rest of his life.
Melisander's appearance in the text is fleeting, and Wroth uses him to show that she is.
aware of the traditional significance of black dress in mourning, even though she is not
concerned specifically with representations of death rituals in her text.
The presence of black armour and black skin colour make one particular scene in
the Urania stand out. The entrance of Lansaritano to the court of the King of Morea aptly
shows the use of the figure of the knight in the efforts to contain blackness:
Tenne Knights comming in russet Armours, their Beavers up, their Swords in
their hands; who comming more then halfe way to the State, making low
reverence, stood still, parting themselves to either side of the Chamber, to let the
followers better be discerned. Then came tenne more, but in. black Armours,
chain'd together, without Helmets or Swords. After them came sixe armed like
the first, three carrying Speares of infinite bignesse; one, the Sheild, and the other
two the Sword and Helmet of aKnight, who for countenance seem'd no lover; his
colour like aMoore, his fashion rude and proud, following after these sixe, who,
as the first, divided themselves. 102
The procession describes the black knights held prisoners of Lansaritano, unarmed and
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held in the midst of arithmetic precision that brings up two groups of knights, wearing
distinguising colours and arranged with mathematical precision, in ashow that involves a
dividing up of the knights in russet to encompass the prisoner black knights. Six more
knights in russet come afterwards, and behind them Lansaritano himself. Wroth is subtly
playing with her own conventions here by drawing asharp distinction between exterior
wearing of blackness (like in the case of the knights) and the imprint of racial darkness.
While the knights are wearing black, and are thus part of the expanding group of men
who seek identity under the cloak of darkness, Lansaritano is an integral part of the
darkness that threatens to overtake masculine development.

Wroth illustrates this danger

by describing his looks as adeterrent from inclusion into the society of romance "lovers."
Perhaps he is not in black armour, since the description of his clothes is not given, but
his "countenance" more than makes up for the expected blackness to follow the precise
display of russet and black. His colour is indeed "like aMoore, his fashion rude and
proud," and his dangerous darkness is unbalanced since he is the last of the procession.
The rude and proud face of the black Lansaritaiio hearkens to lago's constant references
to Othello's blackness, lustfulness, and propensity for violence. 103 The story Lansaritano
gives involves the tale of ablack man (he is the "Moore" mentioned above) who desires a
white woman. He is as "ugly," "insolent," and "bold" as she is "sweete," "milde in
countenance," and "fearefull." °4 Yet he desires her with an obsessiveness that has
resulted in loss of freezlom for her family members (the black knights) and personal terror
for her. The black knights are the honourable men who assume anonymity in order to
perform avaliant quest. The black man, whose darkness is somatically imprinted and
who thus cannot be aromance "lover," represents the evil of sexual intent of ablack man
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for awhite woman which can only result in adisaster evocative of Othello and
Desdemona's tragic love, and which can imagined along the lines of the black child of
Hakluyt's Principal Navigations, whose black skin colour resembles that of his father,
despite the whiteness of his mother:
Imy selfe have seene an Ethiopian as blacke as cole brought into England, who
taking afaire English woman to wife, begat asonne in all respects as blacke as
the father was, although England were his native countrey, and an English woman
his mother: whereby it seemeth this blacknes proceedeth rather of some natural
infection of that man, which was so strong, that neither the nature of the Clime,
neither the good complexion of the mother concurring, coulde any thing alter, and
therefore we cannot impdte it to the nature of the Clime. 105
The concern with the genetic inheritability of blackness recalls Carleton's fear of the
black mark that Queen Anne's black paint might leave on both the lips of the man who
kisses her hand and on the future heir that she is carrying. Although Ihave discussed
racial inflections as pointing to azero starting point in the cultural construction of male
identity, there is an obvious complication when genetics become involved. It is easy to
portray blackness as the outward signal of "identity-in-process" for the black knight who
can "perform" the end of his journey through darkness simply by shedding off his armour.
The black man as represented by Lansaritano, on the other hand, allows for the surfacing
of all the social fears around race. Sunburn is the more easily accepted theory of
causality blackness of skin, since it implies an easy means of returning to an obsessively
desired whiteness by changing the "Clime" of one's country, just as Jonson's black
nymphs do when they travel to Britain. The sexual conduct of the black knight is not
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necessarily problematic once he has finished his journey out of darkness and returned to
the whiteness of western patriarchy. What happens, however, when the man is black?
Lansaritano's character is problematic in that he appears to be of aristocratic lineage
himself while at the same time he is like a"Moore" in colour. Lansaritano's sexuality has
to be contained, violently so in the space of the duel that follows, in order to repel the
nagging fear of racial contamination. The black man, whatever his lineage, constitutes
the actual threat to early modern English masculinity through his ability to imprint
markers of visual difference onto his progeny.
A return to the topic of rightful succession insinuates itself repeatedly in the
discourse on race in early modern texts. There is obviously asense of regret that the
child born of such amarriage--between awhite woman and ablack man--could not
partake of the values of white patriarchy. Of course, achild born into amarriage between
ablack woman and awhite man would probably produce achild that was just as darkskinned, but for Best's purposes the former example is the more pertinent. The danger to
whiteness begins to take on the paranoid dimension of modern manifestations of racism,
with emphasis on protection of white women from the sexual danger of the black man.
Blackness is physical proof of usurpation of whiteness as the colour of patriarchy in early
modern England.
Lansaritano issues achallenge to the court of the King of Morea, asking that a
knight of the court face him in combat to champion Nallinia, who would be free if her
champion won the challenge. Selarinus accepts the challenge and the King of Morea
supports his claim, by
straight sending for an Armour, which was the first that ever Amphilanthus had
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worne, having left it there, taking another which was brought him from Italy, after
his first Victorie of fame, which was there performed against two Knights, in the
defence of an injured Ladie; this hee put on, which was all White, save just
against the heart hee had the figure of aheart wounded curiously made, and so
artificially, as one would have thought his heart had been seene to bleed through
the Armour. 106
Amphilanthus's armour is not only agood-luck charm in this case, considering it was last
used to protect another "injured Ladie," but it is also the epitome of romantic love: the
whiteness displaying all the propriety of honourable intentions, while the bleeding heart
pointing towards the wearer
's legitimate place as a"lover," in contrast to Lansaritano's
blackness and subsequent disqualification from the ranks of romance knights. Whiteness,
doubly emphasized both at level of skin (Selarinus is white) and through the colour of
Amphilanthus's white arnour, is here fighting blackness at asomatic level in order to
protect white women from falling into the danger of racial contamination through
reproduction.
Amphilanthus, the most prominent male characterin the Urania and later
immortalized by Pámphilia's address in Wroth's sonnet sequence Pamphilia to
Amphilanthus, makes his initial appearance as the black knight of Allimarlus's story of
finding the long-lost Antissia. The scene is complete with the sad Antissia and the two
warring lords fighting over her possession. Amphilanthus bursts upon the scene and
interrupts the fight, is challenged by the outraged combatants, and kills them all in fair
fighting. He then goes over to Antissia to assure her that she would now be rescued.
Wroth's description of him here leaves no doubt of the preoccupation with whiteness and
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beauty that is beginning to be formulated in the Urania:
Now had the black Knight in like manner discover'd his face, which was so
excellent in lovelines, Icannot say fairenes, as the whitest beauty must yeeld to
such asweetnes; and yet doth his mind as farre excell his person, as his person
doth all others that Ihave seene, and so will all allow, for this was
Amphilanthus.' °7
The phrase "I cannot say fairenes" in the passage above presents an interpretive stumbling
block. The structure of the sentence suggests that loveliness is coupled with whiteness,
while fairness is made to correspond with sweetness. The ideal of female beauty in early
modern texts demands fairness of complexion. Hall states that using the word "fair" to
describe physical beauty in sixteenth-century texts "is constitutive of the language of race
in early modern England, the result of anumber of forces which find expression later in
the period, most notably in [Shakespeare's] 'Dark Lady' sonnets and the English slavetrade." °8 Since Amphilanthus is lovely and sweet, fairness and white beauty must bow
down to his superior attributes. 109 The realization that fairness and whiteness--although
used here synonymously--must yield to masculine beauty supports Hall's argument that
white women writers "demonstrate aheightened sensitivity to difference and to the
cultural implications of their own investment in the language of racial difference." 110
Wroth, then, is aware that the language of race closely accompanies the language of
aesthetics, and produces apassage that posits whiteness, and not just the more frequent
racial darkness, into the realm of the feminine. Amphilanthus embodies the ideal of
masculine prowess as imagined by Wroth. Fairness, whether of character or of skin, is
uniformly prized, yet there is an implicit hierarchy that gives fairness/whiteness of
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character dominance over fairness/whiteness of complexion generally associated with
women's beauty. Wroth is hinting at what has become amore common reference to
racialized "others" in the form of the concept of the "noble savages" who are physically
different and inferior, but who possess the nobler aspects of the white colonist's idealized
character. The black armour, although figured in the language of race, could easily be
shed in favour of the fair mind and unblemished honour.
What exactly, then, are the parameters of self-discovery provided by the figure of
the black knight? Despite his constant movement in geographical terms, the black knight
is startlingly stagnant at apersonal level. The only difference between the starting and
ending points of his quests is the presence, or absence, of the female lover, won by his
attaining an ideal of masculine prowess. There is no interior aspect to the black knight's
characterization in Wroth's text: all we are offered is aversion of aman who mimes the
anonymity and the racial inflections of an pre-Orientalist quest for self-identification.
The only changes are those at geographical and romantic levels. The black knight's
adventures take him all over the map, and his love interests change as he roams the world
of Wroth's text. His sexual conduct, to say the least, confirms an inability to define
himself in terms of relationships with women, even though romantic love occupies a
large amount of his time and effort. Leandrus dies without having won Pamphilia's love
and interest, while Amphilanthus lives acycle of leaving constant Pamphilia behind.
Rosindy is the exception to the inconstant love relations of the black knights. He does
indeed marry Meriana, gaining the throne of Macedonia in the process."' Perhaps
Rosindy has stumbled on the ideal formula of masculine development. Anonymity is
adopted with aclear end in mind--that is, saving the woman he loves and freeing her
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country so that he may later become king. Since he was the second son of the King of
Morea, marriage alliances would have been the only way that Rosindy could have had
political power beyond that of an exalted advisor to his older brother, but an advisor
nevertheless. His adoption of blackness achieves athreefold end: he proves himself the
romantic hero desired by Meriana, he skillfully uses his extended political and familial
connections to free her country, and he becomes king in his own name. Political
alliances still predominate alove story that is superficially perfect.
What is perceived as true identity comes from the all male political attachments of
internal and external policies. Alliances stay the same, all being based on blood ties and
the Ciceronean model of friendship." 2 For example, Parselius and Amphilanthus are not
just first cousins, but they have also been reared together and are boyhood friends who
have shared similar lives and social status and who can grow to depend on one another in
asocio-political milieu. Once again, humanist thought, this time regarding classical
friendship models, gives Wroth's Urania afamiliarity that belies its preoccupation with
social change. Wroth uses the figure of the black knight to imagine ways in which
travelling into, and under cover of, darkness need not abolish humanist prescriptive rules.
Although the black knight travels in the interest of defining masculine identity, striving
to achieve classical fame and virility, he engages in aprocess of "racial transversality," as
Silverman puts

it. 113

For the male characters of Wroth's Urania the interaction of

darkness and light is limited to aform of racial mimesis in the person of the black knight.
Black armour worn in self-imposed anonymity stands for avisual and tangible
appropriation of racial overtones that placed difference increasingly on the periphery,
whether of body or nation. Inside, however, the knight maintains the prescriptive
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imperialist whiteness that gives him supremacy in his encounters with the "others" during
the long and numerous journeys that web Wroth's text. The black knight interacts in a
superficial way with both the text and the reader. Darkness, as acommon denominator
for both desire and psychic growth, is extended only to the knight's outer wear. The
inner whiteness of both the knight's skin and his good character puts him in the
speculative position of the English reader who is reading Wroth's text. Whether
pertaining to skin or to character, darkness can be distanced first through the process of
reading atext that deals with foreign spaces, and secondly through the unconscious
identification with the supremely masculine colonist hiding behind the armour of Wroth's
black knight.
II. Travelling through darkness: Wroth's feminine journeys
Women's travelling in the Urania, though less spectacular than the questing by the
men, provides an insight into their opportunity for personal growth. Although women
certainly move across the map of Europe drawn by Wroth, the resulting movement is an
inward one, ajourney of self-definition through acknowledgment and acceptthice of a
reciprocal relationship with alterity. By identifying with the racial other, women
interiorize the concepts of their contemporary society's obsession with difference.
Darkness comes to signify aconscious engagement with their society's growing
involvement with colonial politics and an awareness of the ways in which awoman's
subjectivity is governed by the process of heteropathic identification through the other.
Urania takes her first voyage to find out who she is, and even though she is
motivated by set norms of inherited identity and social status, she is nevertheless
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travelling towards completing apuzzle of self-identity. Even more dramatic, perhaps, is
Antissia's story, which starts off with kidnapping followed by rescue, then travel to
Constantinople, before Antissia finally marries Dolorindus, the King of Negroponte.
Although throughout the Urania she is in love with Amphilanthus, and she constantly
plots and schemes against him, she eventually settles for being married in aplace-Negroponte-- whose exotic name evokes the darkness in which women of the Urania find
themselves. 114 Antissia never gets to own Amphilanthus's love, and perhaps the
unfortunate end of her love for him resolves her identity problem. When grieving for her
loss, she writes the following verses: "My state Isee, and you your ends have gain'd/ I'me
lost since you have me obtain'd." 5 By falling in love, Antissia loses herself. She talks
about first losing the power over herself when she is kidnapped at sixteen:
for none was so slavish as Ideemd my selfe; betraid, sold, stolne, almost
dishonored, these adverse fortunes Iranne, but from the last you rescued me...
yet gave you not so great ablessing alone, but mixt it, or suffered mixture in it:
for no sooner was Isafe, but Iwas as with one breath pardoned, and condemned
againe subject, and in afar stricter subjection: your brave King deliverd mee from
the hands of Villains, into the power of love; whither imagine you, is the greater
bondage, the latter the nobler, but without question as full of vexation. 116
A lack of physical freedom resulting from being kidnapped flows into abondage at
psychic level through the oppositional pairing of the nobility of love and the vexation of
its bondage. While Antissia refers to the romantic ideal of being captured by passionate
emotions, she hints at the possibility that the cultural construct of romantic love is
nevertheless adevice for social control that is directed primarily at women.
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Compulsion plays an important part in Antissia's travelling, especially since she is
kidnapped in the first place. While under the spell of love, Antissia can only obey the
rules of courtly love imposed upon her by the romance genre. She is not free to choose
her path, her only choices limited to where or upon whom she should vent the anger
caused by her unrequited love. As she says, being in love puts the same "slavish" chains
on her agency as do the literal slave-chains of her kidnapping adventure. It is only
acceptance of her failure to attract Amphilanthus's love that eventually frees her from her
state of personal stagnation. By being able to look beyond her love interests, she is able
to gain the serenity with which she tells Amphilanthus that he made amistake in leaving
Pamphilia for Musalina: "I protest Iam truly sorry for this, and wish Ihad said false, so
you had still beene bless'd, it was not my fortune to be happy in what Imost sought, yet
wish Iyou had injoyed what your worth and constancy had merited; no envy Ibeare you,
nor ever did, but to my destiny which would not favor me."'

7

Antissia has finally

matured enough to escape the artificial role of the "other" woman in alove triangle, as
such exhausting the range of possibilities given her by her character in aromance genre.
By finding astable identity for herself, she becomes an anomaly in the fluid world of
geographical and personal mutability, and has to exit the text.
There is an interesting connection between geographical location and female
identity in Wroth's romance. Self-knowledge is always possible at the expense of a
journey or two, whether the travelling takes place towards the place of birth or of political
alliance through marriage or inheritance. As such, Urania needs to travel to her
birthplace to meet her biological parents. Antissia is kidnapped from her homeland but
she seeks the place where she can form the strongest marriage alliance, starting with her
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betrothal to Leandrus and leading through her unrequited love for Amphilanthus before
she settles down to married life with Dolorindus, King of Negroponte. Both Urania and
Antissia therefore embark on arduous journeys before they find out about themselves and
mature into accepting adult identity. Being forced away from inherited roles, as
princesses of Naples and Romania respectively, demands their participation in the games
of romance, as the "other" woman in Antissia's case. Urania's part in the game of love
involves ascene with direct racial connotations: while held prisoner in the House of
Love, and after everyone but Allimarlus had drunk of the enchanting water of the river by
the Tower of Desire, her maid is enraged when she sees the knight Allimarlus kissing a
black woman:
Urania's maide beheld as she beleev'd Allimarlus in the second Towre, [the
Tower of Love, designed to torture lovers with jealousy, despair, fear, etc.]
kissing and embracing aBlack-moore: which so farre inraged her, being
passionatly in love with him, as she must goe to revenge her selfe of that
injurie." 8
The greatest torture that could be inflicted by the Tower of Love on an early modern
woman seems to be seeing her lover with a"-Black-moore." Her response is not sadness'
at his betrayal, but an absolute fury that demands revenge. 'In arage, she goes to exact
revenge for her injury:
The shepherdesse [Urania] her servant continuing her first passion got into that
Tower too, where she stil saw her affliction, striving with as much spiteful
jealousie, as that fury could vex her withall, to come at the Moore to pull her from
her knight. Thus were the women for their punishment, left prisoners in the
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throne of Love: which Throne and punishments ate daily built in all humane
hearts. "9
Although Silverman's work draws heavily on modem psychoanalytic approaches to male
subject formation, her description of heteropathic identification is very appropriate for
this passage. Silverman stresses that "one lives, suffers, and experiences pleasure through
the

The Tower of Love thus drives imagining of pleasure or torture by

encouraging the woman's mind to conjure up her most dreaded fears. Race is an essential
factor in the maid's self-conceived torture, perhaps because of its constant evolution in
the early modern consciousness and its wide-spread .
ramifications regarding women's
beauty and social standing.
The appearance of blackness and racial consciousness adds new levels to the
complexity of social roles that could be held by women. Social status and class positions
have to be renegotiated and women's awareness to racial distinctions grows. 121

what

really takes place in this scene is nothing more than atormenting fantasy: Allimarlus is
the only one who has. not drunk the enchanting water, and the torments endured by the
lovers are self-induced. Although she is aservant, the maid's worst "affliction" is being
replaced with ablack woman, since this betrayal incites in her feelings of both jealousy
and class inferiority. As this is the maid's fantasy, there seems to be an element of
permissiveness in fantasizing her beloved with ablack woman. The maid is an example
of precariously living through the racial other as the only option for identification that is
offered by the Tower of Love. Her relationship towards the "Black-moore" is thus hugely
ambivalent; She hates the woman who can usurp her place in Allimarlus's affections, and

)
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at the same time desires to be in the position of the black woman who seems "free" to
enjoy the embraces of the white man.
It is this ambivalence towards racial darkness that is so much more fascinating
than the black knight's tedious cycles of black anonymity and white glory. Early modern
women seem to inhabit aspectrum that ranges from wanting rigid barriers between
whiteness and racial implications to desiring the imagined freedoms of darkness.
Pamphilia, the heroine that is constantly hailed for her fairness and constancy throughout
Wroth's romance, embodies more than an expected share of darkness in her character's
design. Ihave previously mentioned that amap of Europe, published in 1615 as part of
George Sandys's text A Relation of aJourney begun An: Dom: 1610, would have been
known in Wroth's circles. 122 This map contains most of the places mentioned in Wroth's
text and places Pamphilia as acountry in Asia Minor. Since the best-known female
protagonist of this text is not only named after an Eastern country, but is also heir to the
throne of that country (since her uncle, the king of Pamphilia, has no heirs), there is
certainly evidence that Wroth herself was not free from women's ambivalence towards
race. Why is the Orient! East personified by Wroth in the character of her heroine? If the
racial ideology put forth by Jonson's Masque of Blackness was the dominant influence on
Wroth's approach, Pamphilia should have been as peripheral to the Urania as the nymphs
were to Jonson's masque. Could the parameters of such personification involve speaking
from aposition of "darkness," defined by both proto-Orientalist connotations and racial
consciousness? Pamphilia to Amphilanthus, the sonnet sequence Wroth appends to her
Urania informs the intense use of the language of light and darkness, together with
secular references to colonial travel, to articulate desiring female subjectivity. Wroth
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explores the ambivalent attitude towards darkness and its role in shaping feminine
discourse in the first sonnet sequence written by awoman which does not deal with a
religious subject. She offers the possibility of having the best of both ends of the racial
spectrum: Pamphilia's physical whiteness and personal constancy gives her the beauty
that humanist classics require in the desired woman, while her interiorizing of darkness
(and her awareness of surrounding darkness) are the symbolic means of her psychic
growth as reflected in her writing.
Female authorship plays asignificant part in the Urania, as Pamphilia's writing
progresses through the text. When surrounded by darkness, Pamphilia is driven towards
writing, specifically in the frequent instances when she is left behind by Amphilanthus to
the darkness of solitary living. The first such instance is in Book I, when Pamphilia looks
at the moon and sees amass of black clouds surrounding it: "looking out beheld the
Moone, who was then faire and bright in her selfe, being almost at the full, but rounded
about with black, and broken clouds." Pamphilia looks upon the black clouds as "broken

j
oyes, black despaires, incirkling me, as those dissevered clouds do strive to shadow by
straight compassing thy best light."

23

The darkness of the clouds parallels the sense of

restriction that describes traditional roles prescribed to women by humanist thinking.
Writing poetry breaks the constraining darkness that encircles Pamphilia's existence, and
immediately after the episode with the moon she starts to write her first poem in the text
of the Urania. The motif of inner whiteness covered by darkness and internal light is
taken up by Hall, when she talks of the obsessive association of whiteness with the male
as an ideal that is tainted by female influences:
[t]his image of white within dark, of discovering and merchandizing aprecious
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whiteness from dark, foreign places, is the culmination of the separation of light
from dark..

.

such moments suggest that the search for foreign treasure is

haunted by asearch for the self, for awhiteness that is simultaneously priceless
and valuable and that can become the defining, stable marker in abinarism that
encodes difference. 124
Could the fairness of Pamphilia's inner self be arepresentation of her writing acumen,
and if so, how does this observation fit with areading of fairness as amasculine attribute
in Hall's view? More often than not, Pamphilia is alone, with a"Booke in her hand,"
looking for aplace that mirrors her feelings: "Seeing this place delicate without, as shee
was faire, and darke within as her sorrowes, she went into the thickest part of it, being
such, as if Phoebus durst not thee shew his face, for fear of offending the sadd
Princesse." 25 It is this internalizing of darkness that is the running motif of the sonnet
sequence Pamphilia to Amphilanthus.' 26
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus only mentions the names of the protagonists in the
title of the sequence but leaves no doubt as to the identity of the speaker of the poetry.
These poems have often been described as labyrinthine by modern critics like Heather
Dubrow: "[n]ot only do they explicitly invoke the image of alabyrinth, but they mime
one as well in their knotty syntax, refusal of alinear plot, evocation of psychic
entrapment."

27

Starting with the first sonnet that evokes Pamphilia's loss of agency, the

sequence winds through apsychic labyrinth that represents the ambivalent relationship of
the female poet with both darkness and the Petrarchan poetic vein. The first sonnet
plunges us into aworld of darkness and desire:
When night's blacke Mantle could most darknesse prove,
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And sleepe (deaths Image) did my senses hyre,
From Knowledge of my selfe, then thoughts did move
Swifter then those, most swiftnesse neede require?

In sleepe, aChariot drawne by wing'd Desire,
Isaw; where sate bright Venus Queene of Love
And at her feeteher Sonne, still adding Fire
To burning hearts, which she did hold above,

But one heart flaming more then all the rest,
The Goddesse held, and put it to my breast,
Dear Sonne now shut, said she, thus must we winne;

He her obeyd, and martyr'd my poore heart.
Iwaking hop'd as dreames it would depart,
Yet since, 0 me, aLover Ihave beene. (P1)
The sonnet sequence plunges into adream whose desiring darkness continues into
wakefulness. The speaker defines herself as alover, and takes on the position of the
desiring partner who speaks of love. The overt Petrarchan vein of the sonnet is changed
by the open admission that the speaker is awoman whom we know for her constancy and
loyalty to Amphilanthus. The darkness

of the opening sonnet continues to provide the

background for the torturous psychic journeys of the female desiring poet whois
conscious of her writing process. Darkness is the common metaphor for seeking self-
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definition by accepting the dominant characteristic of otherness--feminine blackness.
The maturing of the female subject continues through the sequence as Pamphilia
chooses darkness as the medium of growth. Even though she knows that her loving
"griefe is not cur'd by Art," (P9) she prefers to remain in adarkness that to her spells the
promise of light:
It makes me now to shun all shining light,
And seeke for blackest clouds me light to give:
Which to all others onely darknesse drive;
They on me shine, for Sunne disdaines my sight.

Yet though Idarke doe hue; Itriumph may,
Unkindness, nor this wrong shall love allay. (P9)
There is of course apositive side to acknowledging this thing of darkness that fills her
world. The darkness that overtly derives from love-induced agony, is not, however, free
of colonial overtones. The dangers that form alarge part of female travel in the Urania,
like Antissia's kidnapping and Urania's imprisonment in the enchanted House of Love,
are avoided by transposing feminine travelling into an interior space that is just as
concerned with establishing identity as Urania's search for her real parents or Antissia's
need to return to her identity as daughter of her royal parents.
Wroth uses the language of colonial travel to navigate the labyrinth of desire as a
means of constructing female identity. In P11 Pamphilia compares her inner journey to
that of the travelling male:
The weary Traveller, who tyred, sought
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In places distant farre, yet found no end
Of paine or labour, nor his state to mend:
At last with joy is to his home backe brought...

He tyred with his paines, Iwith my minde;
He all content receives by ease of lymbs:
I, greatest happinesse that Idoe finde,
Beliefe for faith, while hope in pleasure swimmes. (P11)
Travelling to distant places, although physically painful and laborious, does not
necessarily bring achange in the traveller's "state." Returning home offers joy to
Pamphilia's travelling male counterpart, while her relief from inner travelling consists of
faith and hope as part of her constant loyalty to her beloved. Her constant references to
travel include some very prominent racial inflections, like in P22:
Like to the Indians scorched with the Sunne,
The Sunne which they doe as their God adore:
So am Ius'd by Love, for evermore
Iworship him, lesse favours have Iwonne.

Better are they who thus to blacknesse run,
And so can onely whiteness want deplore:
Then Iwho pale and white am with griefes store,
Nor can have hope, but to see hopes undone. (P22)
Desire is described as able to leave visible markings on the subject in question. The
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relationship between the "Indians" and the sun shows amovement of adoration from the
"Indians" that is reciprocated by racial marking. Desire is the driving impulse that makes
black people run to blackness, leaving them with wanting whiteness, since they "can
onely whiteness want deplore." Wanting whiteness, however, comes secondary to having
desire returned. The Indians are happy, since their worship is in asense repaid, while
Pamphilia, although "pale and white," yearns for that blackness that would allow her to
experience the pleasure of reciprocated desire.
Travelling into aracialized darkness is the preferred outcome of desire and drives
the development of aclearer sense of identity. In contrast with the journeys of the black
knight, Wroth's female characters find darkness as an important means of psychic
growth. Wroth encodes psychic travelling in the language of imperialist journeys.
Masten has said that Wroth "makes emphatic the opposition of apublic, male world and
Pamphilia's withdrawal into aprivatized locus of female poetic expression."
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While

this analysis confirms the interiorizing aspect of the sonnet sequence, the repeated
references to colonial travel point to Pamphilia's conscious adoption of the language of
the "public, male world" defy the privatizing impulse of feminine psychic journeys by
giving away Pamphilia's awareness of contemporary, and public, male politics. Further,
Ann Rosalind Jones examines how Wroth draws
'upon
pastoral lyric, Jonsonian masque and playhouse tragedy to plead indirectly for a
return of royal favor and to demonstrate that she deserves it.... Representing her
heroine's exile as heroic renunciation, she stages Pamphilia's captivity as a
spectacle through which she resists her own disappearance into the categories of
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failed courtier and silence woman. 129

-

Jones ties in the public aspect of Pamphilia's discourse with Wroth's desire to ingratiate
herself back into the favour of the court by examining the somewhat performative
elements of her experiences while she was at court. In addition, Naomi J. Miller argues
that Wroth "incorporates theatrical elements not common to the genre of prose romance"
in the Urania, resulting in giving "dramatic immediacy to the voices of her female
characters."

3°

These theatrical elements offer apublic perspective to Wroth's writing,

and are made more prominent by Wroth's choice of the discourse of masculine colonial
travel to describe the process of seeking for identity from the stance of the desiring
woman poet.
This project started with an isolated moment in English history--Wroth's
participation in aperformance that seeks to define and organize early modern conceptions
of race. Between Jonson's 1605 Masque of Blackness and the 1621 publication of the
Urania, Wroth refined and rethought the race ideology of James's court. Performance
and race are integral parts to Wroth's exploration of feminine identity, even more so than
the treatment of the black knight who only uses racial difference as astarting point for
cultural constructions of masculinity. Blackness becomes the medium through which
Wroth negotiates feminine psychic growth and the means she uses to set up adividing
line between masculine and feminine adoption of blackness. Ihave used Silverman's
psychoanalytic description of idiopathic identification to explore the ways in which
Wroth reinforces the representation of the white man's colonialist enterprises. Exotic
places are part of aphysical geography that leaves only an exterior imprint onto the
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mobile white man. Blackness takes on asense of anonymity that is neither useful nor ,
extensively used, but serves instead only to define the exterior relations between the
white colonist and racialized other. Imagine, if you will, the staging of aperformance
along the lines of the Masque of Blackness, in which Wroth's black knight and her
travelling women participate. The black knight puts on his black, anonymous, and
visually distinct armour in the same way that masquers at court would put on black masks
to take part in aprformance that mimics racial darkness. At the end of the show,
however, the masks come off and the involvement of the performance with race is
negated by the actors' white faces. However extensive the physical contact with
blackness is, the black knight has at hand the means to discard and reject the connotations
of darkness--racial inferiority, feminine genderings of darkness, and low economic
importance. He can instead revert to the high social rank and masculine imperialism
implicit in his white skin and the accepted race discourse of his time.
Imagine, on the other hand, that the black masks are only to be worn by the actors
who play the role of the black knight and that the rest of the players have more permanent
marks of blackness. Maybe their skin is black, or maybe the blackness is the result of
painting, as was Queen Anne's blackface appearance in Jonson's Masque of Blackness.
Unlike the easy disposal of blackness that she gives the black knight, Wroth denies the
option of unmasking to her female characters. The indelible blackness manifested by
skin colour is transferred onto the conscious development of the female subject. Even
though blackness can be washed away in its figurative, sense, the psychic darkness that is
adopted by Pamphilia and Urania and Antissia remains the dominant influence on interior
journeys that are described in the language of race within colonial travel. Performing
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race is much easier for the black knight who can shed his blackness at will. Women's
performance of race is difficult to represent on stage because women internalize
blackness in an ambivalent approach that destabilizes their social status and yet
surprisingly helps with formation of identity.
Moving through darkness towards the light of knowledge, understanding, and
identity is not anovel motif. Centuries before Wroth wrote her prose romance, religious
writers used the journey through darkness to emphasize arriving at spiritual
understanding and salvation within aJudaeo-Christian context. Jonson's Masque of
Blackness in 1605 gives aliteral dimension to this darkness, letting it take on the
concreteness of black skin colour. Jonson's nymphs travel through their own confused
subjectivity, symbolized by their black skins, to arrive at the whitening light of racial
ideology of James I. Wroth takes the journey through darkness and gives it aracially
inflected context in her Urania and Pamphilia to Amphilanthus. The religious,
spiritually-yearning tone of religio.is writing taken on edular and imperialist flavour.
Instead of being preoccupied with searching for divinity, Wroth's female characters,
prominently represented by Pamphilia in the sonnet sequence, quest for definition of
identity through romantic desire through alanguage that is shaded, coded, and
complicated by awoman's use of the language of light and darkness to impart apublic
aspect to feminine psychic travel.
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Conclusion:
Lady Mary Wroth's 1621 The Countesse of Mountgomeries Urania points to an
increasing awareness of racial difference in women's texts. Geographical mobility starts
to figure in terms of colonial travel that connects, in avery timely way, the growing
discourses surrounding imperial travelling and gendered alterity. Wroth's consciousness
of race does not take on the overt approach that marks Jonson's Masque of Blackness and
my introduction to figurations of race in her work. Instead, her work subtly changes the
trope of travelling through darkness to light, removing the spiritually-seeking, religious
aspects of the more traditional uses of this trope, and replacing them with alanguage that
is infused with allusions and commentaries on colonial travel and visible markers of
difference, like darkness of,skin.
Both male and female characters of the Urania speak to aconscious
acknowledgment of darkness as aformative element of identity. The black knight,
although surrounded by the context of romantic genre, recognizes the symbolism of
blackness of armour as astarting point for social rank and self-identification. The quests
that take the different knights throughout the map of old Europe become representative of
journeys through darkness during which male subjectivity is defined. The women of the
Urania, on the other hand, have an ambivalent relationship with apsychic darkness that
becomes internalized and ends up driving their discourse of desire and selfunderstanding. The tension between trying to keep racial darkness at bay, and the need to
live and experience pleasure or pain through the racialized other, offers amore conscious
view of involvement with the language of race and travel.
Wroth's awareness of racial issues is not the only difference that marks her
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writings. Her aristocratic and literary pedigrees place her within acommunity of women
writers that mostly deal with translation and religious poetry to follow in the steps of
poets like Lady Mary Sidney Herbert, her paternal aunt who translated the Psalms into
English during the 1590s. Another sixteenth-century aristocratic woman, Elizabeth
Melville, wrote poetry describing aspiritual journey in her 1603 An Godlie Drearne.
Middle-class women writers of the sixteenth century also chose to write prevalently
religious poetry. Anne Dowriche published The French History in 1589, written to
condemn the reprisals against the Huguenots in France during the sixteenth-century wars
of religion, and Anne Vaughn Locke published her translation The Sermons of John
Calvin in 1560, to which she appended "A Meditation of aPenitent Sinner: Written in the
Manner of aParaphrase upon the 51 Psalme of David," the first religious sonnet sequence
written by awoman. As an aristocratic woman writer, Wroth's choice of writing prose
romance and adesiring sonnet sequence took her out of her social moment and into the
sphere of secular writing that was primarily concerned with questions of gender, desire,
and alterity.
Wroth's text marks the presence of race as an influential part of early modern
women's discourse. Her keen awareness of the language of colonial expansion and
economics places her text within the emergent discussion of gender issues pertaining to
the topics of nationhood, class, and race. Although Wroth is concerned with
contemporary social and political discourses, she chooses not to delve into colonial
geography in order to supplement her awareness of racial difference as it filters into the
language of both her prose and poetry. The questions linking colonial travel and amore
open discussion of race and slavery emerge over the next five decades as women's first-
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hand experience with imperialism and the slave trade begin to occur more frequently,
giving women in later decades of the seventeenth century the opportunity to travel to the
colonies, and to discourse about race. Aphra Behn, 1640-1689, is perhaps the most
prominent female writer of the later seventeenth-century, and she is one of the
increasingly many women who had the opportunity to travel extensively. She went to the
West Indies at the age of sixteen, when her father was appointed lieutenant governor of
Surinam. The experience of colonial life filters into Behn'slarge discourse on race and
slavery that is most clearly articulated in her 1688 publication of the novel Oroonoko, or
The Royal Slave. This novel is her last publication, and marks the end of aliterary career
that not only opens up the path for women's writing in order to support themselves, but
also extends across genres like poetry, drama, and novel-writing.
There is aconnection, however temluous, between performance and writing in
verse and prose. Both Wroth and Behn wrote performance pieces, whether for acloset
audience, like Wroth's Love's Victory, or for the stage, like Behn's The Rover, and
Wroth, at least, was aknown member of several court performances, not the least of
which were her appearances in Jonson's Masque of Blackness and Masque of Beauty. I
wonder if the connection lies in the visibility that is common to both performance and
race. The black body is increasingly the symbol of somatic difference and introduces a
novel qualifier to the visual field of markers of difference. The visibility of racial
difference introduces aconscious element to discussions of alterity that is related to
performing apart. Boose uses the phrase "the unrepresentable black woman" in the title
of her essay, to emphasize the particular issues surrounding adiscourse that is keenly
aware of visible difference, yet at the same time tries to avoid having, to represent racial
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difference. Barbara Bowen posits Aemilia Lanyer's 1611 publication of Salve Deus Rex
Judaeorum as the "most important text we have for an understanding of intellectual
alliances among literate women in early modern England [because it is] perhaps the only
early modern English text to discuss women's communities from the perspective of a
racialized outsider." 13

Lanyer's Italian heritage, and the fact that the categories of

"Jewish" and "black" were often collapsed in early modern texts, work to "give Lanyer a
partial insider's view to racialized language of light and dark [that] allows [her] to map
her distance from the community of women to whom she speaks."

32

In effect, Lanyer

straddles the divide between religious and secular currents by writing poetry that is both
passionately religious and concerned with factoring racial difference in discussing
women's class positions at the same time. Eleven years later, Wroth's writes the Urania
and Pamphilia to Amphilanthus, and uses the language of colonial travel to highlight the
inflections of race in her use of the language of darkness and light. A few decades later,
Behn publishes her part-memoir, part-travel narrative, anti-slavery discourse of
Oroonoko. Race becomes an increasingly important factor in forming women's
discourses over time, resulting in much later prominent race discourses like Maria
Edgeworth's nineteenth-century The Grateful Negro. Women's involvement in the topic
of race gradually appears to shift to take on nuances of critique of the slave economy that
influences not just home and foreign politics, but ranges in influence from the formation
of individual subjectivity and conceptions of nation and alterity.
Although this project began with an analysis of racial inflections in Wroth's
Urania, it opened up more questions regarding women's representation in the discourse of
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race in the seventeenth-century. My.research could be extended to an examination of
early modern women's writing on the Continent. Does asense of race consciousness
show up in other women's texts? Are there parallels in choice of genre for the topic of
race? Are there elements of performativity in texts that deal with alterity? Wroth, as one
of the best-known women writers of early seventeenth-century England, suggests that
darkness, with its racial allusions, adds complexity to the language of travel and desire, as
well as the formation of early modern identity.
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